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IMPROVED BURGLAR ALARM
THOSE READERS INTERESTED IN BURGLAR ALARMS MAY CARE
TO ADD THIS CIRCUIT SUGGESTION TO THEIR FILES. IT IS AIMED
AT GETTING THE ULTIMATE LIFE FROM THE SYSTEM'S BATTERIES
With this configuration the non-operate current is the Icbo (collector current when emitter current is zero) of Tl, normally 10-20uA. Operation of
the circuit depends on the Iceo (collector current when base current is
zero) which flows when the base circuit is opened by any of the door or
window contacts. This provides forward bias for T2, in place of the
forward bias provided by the 5. 6K resistor in the original circuit.
Note that only a germanium type transistor can be used for Tl, as the
bias current required to turn on T2 will normally be higher than that
which can be provided by a silicon type.
Using this circuit, the batteries should now have a service life which
really is equal to the shelf life. Admittedly, the improvement may be
somewhat academic and the circuit was originally designed more as an
exercise than anything else. However, the basic idea may appeal to
some readers.
It has been reported that with particular specimens of Tl (2N649,
ACl 27 etc). Iceo is of such a value that under low ambient temperature conditions (i.e. during the winter months) it drops to a point
where it will not provide sufficient forward bias to allow T2 to pull
in the relay. In such cases the following modification is suggested.
A small amount of forward bias is provided for Tl by connecting a lM
resistor from collector to base. A protection against thermal runaway is then provided by connecting a 470 ohm resistor in series with
the lead from Tl emitter to T2 base.
2N629-AC127. RS276-2006. 2N2430. 2SD96-105.
BC107-108-109. RS276-2009 / 2031. 2N2921-3568. 2SC458.
2N649.ACl27.etc
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than £12 . The system is suitable for most family cars,
and requires no special modifications to the ignition
coil 0 or assiciated components. Offering increased
fuel economy, longer spark plug life, better engine
performance, and lower exhaust emissions, electronic
ignition is undoubtedly a major advance in automotive
technology. By 1980, most (if not all) cars will be
fitted with such systems as standard equipment, and the
complex electro/mechanical system, which bas held
sway for over 60 years, will finally be declared
obsolete.

ELECTRONICS IN TOMORROW'S CARS
Electronics and its associated technologies seem to
have p~rme~ted almost every field of human society.
Communications, health, industry and even governments,
seem to be dependent on electronic assistance.
However, t~e automobile industry seems, at first sight,
to be lagging behind this_general trend. The average
car, or lorry, disp'lays little electronic gadgetry.
Its vital guidance, braking, and lighting systems are
still comparatively primitive in design and function
Whilst it is true that some cars now feature an elecironic
ignition system, these are still very much a minority.
A look "behind the scenes" at 'electronic research and
development reveals a very different picture. Spurred on
by public demand for increased vehicle performance and
governmental demand for improved safety standards, 'manufacture~s and researchers are combining to make rapid
strides in the application of electronics to road
transport. There will almost certainly be major
developments in automotive design in the near future
and electronics will be a key factor in this develop~ent.

I
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The idea of an electronic (or transistorised) auto ignition
system is by no means a new one. It has been more than
fifteen years since autornotive engineers in the United
Sta~es first recognised that the archaic electro/mechanical
ignition system, whereby tungsten contacts were called
upon to handle extrememly high currents had reached
the limit of its development. The answe~ to a better
system lay in finding a device that would remove the
high current load from the points, and handle the load
itself, without self destruction.

The answer to this problem lies in the development of
an automatic braking system designed to release brake
pressure when wheel lock appears imminent. However,
the cumbersome size and high cost of early designs
frustrated attempts to produce these systems conunercially,
although Dunlop bave, for some years marketed their
"Maxaret" system on four wheel drive Jensen cars. In·
1970 Mullard Ltd announced a new anti-lock system
claimed to be the first over economically acceptable
system for use in all types of motor vehicles.
As with most new automotive control systems, the
Mullard system is a fusion of electronic and mechanical
components. Diagnosing the condition of a road wheel is
best done by electronic means whilst releasing and reapplying the brake is clearly a mechanical function.

From the beginning, the development of electronic
ignition systems has tended to follow diverse paths.
Some manufacturers (chiefly American) concentrated
on eliminating the contact points altogether, replacing
th~m with a.variety of systems ranging from Motorola's
which supplied mangetic trigger impulses to an amplifierdriven circuit, to Motion Incorporated's which used a
cold-cathode gas diode in conjunction with a coldcathode thyratron.
The cheaper, mass-produced systems opted for the rPtention
of the contact points, relegating them to a switching
function where they no longer carried high currents.
rwo.types of electronic ignition systems have become
dominant in recent years: transistor assisted ignition
and capacitor discharge ignition. Whilst the latter ts'
preferred, it is also more complicated, and it was long
felt that.cost would rule it out for mass production.
However, imp1·oved production techniques and cheaper
component costs have enabled capacitor discharge systems
to compete favourably with conventional ignition systems.

It is widely accepted amongst drivers, research engineers
and safety officers that one of the major causes of
automobile accidents is wheel lock, and subsequent
loss of control of the vehicle, caused by "panic
braking". Safety organisation advocate "cadence braking"
in acute situations; that is, a constant jabbing of
the brake pedal instead of continuous application of
pressure. However, few drivers stay calm enough to
carry out this procedure in an emergency.

Mullard originally researched the electronic problem
with a view to adapting one of the exisitng anti-lock
mechanisms. However, it was soon decided that none of
the current systems offered sufficient potential for long
term development. As a result, Mullard developed a new
type of brake pressure modulating mechanism to be used
as a test bed for electronic sensing circuits.

1

Basically, the system consists of a control circuit
which monitors the wheel speed by means of a toothed
ring mounted on the wheel hub. A magnetic pick-up, positioned near the ring, supplies a train of pulses to the
control circuit. The pulse frequency is proportionate
to the wheel speed and thus contains all the information
necessary for the circuit to deduce the acceleration,
or deceleration, of the wheel.
Unfortunately, the pulse train from the magnetic pickup contains a considerable amount of noise due to vibrations within the wheel. Instead of designing a more comple~
pick-up unit, Mullard designed a noise rejection circuit,
which emphasises the required signal and eliminates most

lndet>d one British company, Future Tecmatics is now
offering a capacitor discharge igntion sysre~ for lPss
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of the noise. As quantity production versions are to be
made in integrated circuit or thin film form, this circui
should have little effect on the overall cost of the unit.
Whilst the control circuits can determine the onset of
a dangerous wheel condition, the cannot modulate the
brake pressure. A mechanical actuator was needed and
Mullard decided to tackle this problem in a novel way.
Realising that previous systems had floundered on the
size/cost factors inherent in the use of electric motors
large solenoids, or vacuum servo units, it w.as de~ided '
to take e6ergy from the wheel itself.
When the electronic control circuit senses an impending
wheel lock condition, it energises a hydraulic solenoid
valve which relieves the brake pressure and, at the same
time, applies a piston to an eccentric wheel hub. This
piston then pumps the brake fluid, diverted to it
by the solenoid valve, back into the brake line. ~f,
however, the wbeel approaches a lock condition, the pumping action of the piston ceases until sufficient brake
presssure is relieved by the solenoid valve to enable
the wheel to rotate. Each wheel is controlled independently, thus ensuring the shortest possible stopping
distance and maximum steering ability during emergency
braking procedures.
The result of Mullard's development work is a compact
system in which the brake, anti-lock mechanism, and
electronic sensing circuit form a sin~le unit which is
mou~ted on the road wheel. Several motor manufacturers
are now studying the Mullard anti-lock system, together
with other anti-lock designs. Although it is felt that
there may be customer resistance to the added cost of
a safety accessory, it can only be a matter of time before
electronically controlled anti-lock brakes are the rule
rather than the exception.
Another safety application for automotive electronics
is in electronic seat belt circuits . Although it has been
shown that seat belts can significantly reduce the risk
of accident injuries they have provoked staunch resistance
from the motoring public, despite legislation which makes
the fitting of seat belts compulsory.
Legislation to enforce the wearing of seat belts is now
in force in parts of the United States, France, and Australia. However, successive governments in Britain, and
elsewhere in Europe, have been hesitant in adopting
legislation along these l~nes. The alternative seems to
be "compulsion without the law" - that is, a seat
belt that either immobilises the vehicle until the belt
is fitted, or one that is deployed automatically.
It is probable that the latter system will ultimately
prevail. In the meantime, however, active development
of "foolproof" electronic seat belt systems is continuing.
In Britain, both British Leyland and Ford, who are working
with Mullard, have made significant progress in this
field
8

British Leyland's system uses two sensing s~itcbes
perating in conjunction with a logic circuit. One of
~he switches is mounted in the seat cushion (to detect
the presence of the occupant), whilst the other is
situated in the belt buckle. The two sensors are
linked to the logic circuit, which records the order in
which the switches were activated.
If the occupant fails to activate one of the sensing
switches, or if the switching sequence is wrong, the
engine's stArter is automatically disconnected. Certain
safeguards are, of course, incorporated in the system.
Once the engine is started, the seat sensor is de-activated
so that the occupant may adjust his seating position. In
addition, the engine starter is operable, without
interference from the circuit, for a period of three
minutes after the engine has been turned off.
The Ford/Mullard system takes anti-cheat precautions one
step further by using ultrasonics to ensure that the
seat belt is not only worn, but is worn in the correct
position. In addition to seat and buckle sensors,
this system consists of an ultrasonic transmitter which
is mounted in the seat belt, and a detector which is
mounted in the windscreen pillar. The ignition sequence
is completed by fitting the seat belt and adjusting it
to its correct position so that the signal from the transmitter is directed towards the detector. If the sequence
is not completed, the driver is warned by an alarm
(both audible and visible) mounted on the dashboard .
Should the belt be disconnected whilst the vehicle is moving
the engine will operate for a pre-determined safety period.
It has been estimated that ignition-wired seat belts would
achieve an effective usage rate of 95%, and add approximately £25 to the cost of a new vehicle. However many
critics claim that the systems are too complicated and
that they are prone to tampering.
Thus far, we have had a brief lock at three new electronic
developments in the automotive field, all of which
are likely to become commonplace in the near future.
Now we will examine some of the more radical motoring
innovations that are planned for future vehicles.
Motor vehicle developments and improvements are rarely
prompted by government pressure. Public clamour for
greater comfort and convenience, . together with the
racing fraternity's search for increased performance and
increasing competition between tbe various companies have
been the major causative factors in motor vehicle
improvements. Government legislation has resulted in
very few improvements to motor vehicles.
However, as the motoring world roles towards the year
2,000, this situation will inevitably change. Most
European governments realise that their traffic density
is likely to double within the next twenty years, the
United States is already faced with enormous traffic
problems and even Canada and Australia will eventually
reach their respective traffic density limits.
9

de location. This is detected at the control unit,

It seems certain tha:t in the years to come most governments
will, through technology, demand greater control over the
uses a vehicle is put to, and will exercise greater
control over the vehicle whilst it is bei~g used. Some
research agencies , such as Britian's Transport and Road
Research Laboratory, are already formulating schemes designed to provide external electronic control of motor
vehicles.

~o oded and displayed on the instrument in the conventional
e~ner 'Further locations can be made available for

~:mper~ture, fuel, and pressure gauges! etc. It is 7stimated
that the size of the circuit modules will be approximately
l square inch.
such integrated circuits offer advantag7s in terms of both
st and performance. These advantages include: less wiring
~~quired, the system is self checking, lo'?m fixture costs
reduced, and panel switches are only required to pass
small currents. The above system should be commercially
available in about five years.

Within the foreseeable future, the UK public will be
protected from drunken drivers by a new electronic
system called BLAST (British Leyland Alcohol Screening
Tester). The unit, which is connected between the ignition
switch and the starter circuit, consists of a central
console on which is mounted a keyboard and a small
display screen. Behind the display screen are nine lamps
in a 3 x 3 matrix arrangement. When the ignition switch
is activated, four of these lamps are illuminated, one
after the other. A random sequence selector ensures that
the numbers and the pattern will be totally unpredictable.
The test consists of selecting and pressing the correct
key on the matching keyboard before each lamp is extinguished. If the driver is successful, a green light is displayed, and ignition is available. However, if the driver
fails to execute the procedure, a red light flashes
and the starter system remains deactivated.

Those who argue vehemently against the introduction of
external vehicle control on the grounds of "personal
freedom" are, to some extent, betrayed by the very high
accident rate on multi-lane roads during periods of fog
snow or other abnormal weather conditions. Such incidents
(especially multi-vehicle pile-ups) indicate two possible
conclusions: either the driver was unaware of the abnormal
conditions in time to moderate bis driving, or be was aware
but lacked either the discipline or the ability to change
his driving. On the 'assumption that the driver wasn't made
sufficiently aware of the hostile conditions a new
system called RITA (Road Information Transmitted Aurally)
has been developed.

I

Basically the system consists of a speech r ecorder
and transmitter housed in a road-side cubicle. The appropriate message for any given situation is selected, and
the signal transmitted by modulating a very low frequency
carrier which is fed into a wire loop buried along the
edge of the road way. The continuously radiated signal
is picked up by an aerial coil mounted on the vehicle,
rectified and amplified to reproduce the spoken message
the the driver via a loudspeaker. The use of a carrier
frequency enables different languages to be transmiited
on different channels.

I

In a series of tests at Birmingham University, subjects
from 22 to 62 were tested on BLAST when sober and again
after an intake of alcohol. Results showed that BLAST
was 90 per cent effective in screening out subjects
whose blood alcohol level was above the legal limit.
Further tests are scheduled following circuit improvements.
However, it seems likely that, in the not too distant
future, potential drunken drivers will be saved from
prosecution (or worse) by their inability to push the
right button at the right time.
The development of large scale integrated circuits is
leading the way towards radical improvements in vehicle
instrumentation and telemetry.
For example, Smiths
Industries of Great Britain have designed a 'one-wire'
system for automobile electrics in which all wiring is
replaced by a ring main system consisting of a power lead
and control wire passing around the perimeter of the vehicle.
A control unit on the dashboard is connected to the same
ring.

1

A remote switch on the dashboard panel control alters a
particular code in the main sequence which is transmitted
down the main control wire every millisecond. The appropriate accessory electronic module detects the code and
stores the information. When the correct code is
received four times (this takes about four milliseconds),
the accessory is operated . If the accessory fails to operate,
a 'fail' signal is returned to the control module.
One feature of this system is its ability to accept
analog signals. For example, a tachometer sensor connected
to the main ring near the motor has its own particular

,,,

i

As the information given is not obscured by other traffic
or weather conditions, and since the driver is less
heavily loaded aurally than visually, research 7ngineers
believe that RIT~ will prove to be a valuable aid in
reducing the motorway accident rate. If not, then total
automation is only a short step away.
One factor is common to all remote control systems presently under development - their high cost. Preliminary
estimates indicate an outlay of around £75 per vehicle
and £3,000 per lane kilpmetre. However, it.is probable
that these estimates are far too conservative.
Most systems envisage a road located guidance circuit and
a vehicle borne electro/mechanical system to convert
signal commands into action. A cable buried beneath the
road surface will, when energised with an alternating
voltage, become a guidewire. Two sensors on the front of
the vehicle detect the magnetic field produced by the AC
current flowing in the guidewire, the difference in.
signal levels detected by the two sensors represent1ng
how far the centre of the vehicle is from the guidewire.
11

In practice the signal voltages induced in the two
sensing coils are amplified, rectified and then subtracted
to produce a DC voltage which is proportional to the
vehicle tracking error. The DC signal is applied to a
comparator whose other input is derived from the vehicle's
steering wheel position. A voltage is thus produced which
is a measure of th~ error between the desired position
of the steering wheel to centre the vehicle over the
guidewire and the actual steering wheel position. The
error voltage is used to drive an electric motor which
controls the steering.
Vehicle speed and braking facilities are controlled
in much the same manner. A speed command from the road
cable in the form of ·a voltage is compared with a voltage
proportional to the actual vehicle speed, thus producing
and error voltage. This error voltage is fed via a signal
conditioning cirucit ot a controller. Depending upon the
sign and amplitude of the error voltage, signals varying
in mark-space ratio are fed to either the throttle or
brake actuators, increasing or decreasing the vehicle's
speed as required.
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A problem of vital importance in such automated systems
is that of maintaining a safe distance between vehicles,
and experimentation is continuing in an attempt to
determine the best method of achieving the correct
spacing. One system, known as the "travelling bucket"
system, utilises a travelling wave train in the track,
with vehicles swept along it like surf boards. the
major disadvantage if this system is that if one
vehicle breaks down, following vehicles will be swept onto
it. Safety overriders are possible, but these considerably
increase the cost of such systems.
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Given such drawbacks, most researchers lean towards the
"follow the leader" system in which lasers, radar,
or ultrasonic devices are used to measure the range
and speed of the vehicle ahead and adjust the
speed of the following vehicle accordingly.

KEY

Through its application to the automobile, electronics
has brought the motorist improvements in economy,
performance, convenience, and safety. Ironically,
there are now indications that electronic techniques will
be instrumental in removing the motorist's most
prized possession - the freedom to control his own
vehicle. The completely "electronic car" of science
fiction may not be all that far away. However, it may
turn out to be more of a nightmare than a blessing.
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BUILD OUR SUPERFET
WOULD YOU LIKE A PORTABLE, LOCAL BROADCAST STATION RECEIVER THAT IS
SIMPLE TO BUILD, AND WON'T COST YOU THE EARTH? TRY OUR SUPERFET YOU WON'T BE DISAPPOINTED'.

1.2K

The Superfet is a two stage regenerative receiver, with FET front
end and a bipolar transistor audio amplifier.
This amplifier uses a valve-type speaker transformer to match into
modern 8 ohm dyna~ic head phones. While a crystal earpiece could
be used, the performance obtainable is nowhere near as good as that
from low impedance"hi-fi" types.
The Superfet is built into a small plastic case, measuring approximately 160 x 90 x 70 nrm.
Instead of a long-wire aerial and an earth, the Superfet uses a loopstick (ferrite rod) aerial. This enables it to be used anywhere nothing is more annoying than having a set tied to an aerial and earth
unless there is a good reason for doing so.

~s•

r

PARTS
Sl-3 POLE 6 POSITION NON-SHORTING
SELECTOR SWITCH

S3-S4 NORMALLY OPEN PUSH
SWITCHES
M- IOOu.A FULL SCALE METER

52-4 POLE 2 POSITION SWITCH

TO
TEST

WHEN

RM-METERS INTERNAL RESISTANCE

ADJUST
SELECTOR
SWITCH SI

RESULT

TO POSITION

Ic
Ic
Ic
IcEO
ICES

IEo

...

.,.

...
...

READ METER DIRECT

Vee - 6V
Is'"' 20µA
Ie•IOO"'A
VcE• 6V
VcE = 6V
VEo- 6V

REAO METER DIRECT
READ METER DIRECT
READ METER DIRECT
READ METER DIRECT
READ METER DIRECT
CALCULATE:
h FE

I 8 •20µA

II <
8

•

•

METER READING

IC

hFE -

Ia -

CALCULATE'.

hr.• Ict -Ic2

I9•20µA

~

x10- 6

METER READING
IOO"'A
WHERE'.

Icz-METER READING
WlTH S 4 CLOSED

hi.•Ic1 -Icz
20 x10- 6
WITH 150 fi RESISTOR CONNECTED TO
C-E Of TEST SOCKET, FULL-SCALE METER
DEFLECTION WILL RESULT WHEN S3
IS PRESSED.

6V.
BATTERY

TRANSISTOR TESTER
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FETs are three element devices - they have a gate, a source and a drain;
equivalent to the valve grid, cathode and anode, respectively. However,
they have one rather different characteristic - most junction FETs are
not polarised. In other words, the drain can be used as the source and
vice versa. This is fortunate if you happen to make a mistake wiring the
up - providing the gate is connected correctly, the other two connection
can be interdanged'.
The FET is the nearest thing to a solid state equivalent of a valve so
far developed, and has many similar charcteristics. In fact, some
FETs have been produced which are plug-in replacements for certain types
of valve. As with mos t solid state devices, they are much more efficien
than valves, requiring no heater current.

Ic1 •METER READING

CALCULATE

Ia•IOOµA

Immediately following the tuned circuit (formed by the loopstick and
capacitor) comes a device which may be new to many readers - a FET
(type MPF 102). FET is an abbreviation for Field Effect Transistor .

20µA

CALCULATE:

I.e-IOOf'-A

Jn parallel with the loopstick is a tuning capacitor. A standard
10-415pF single section type is used. To keep the cost down, you may
be able to salvage one from an old set. However, it is likely that it wil
be physically larger than ours (though it wou 1d have the same capacitance) and a doub 1 e gang. If so, the 1ayout we have used will probably
have to be changed. A1 so, check that the plates do not touch anywhere
over the travel - you can do this with an ohrnneter .

As the term "field effect" implies, the FET controls the current throug
its drain and source by an electric field or, in simpler terms, by
means of the voltage applied between its control electrode - the grid and its cathode.
And it is unlike the bipolar transistor, which control~ the current
through the collector and emitter by means of a (smaller) current
through its control electrode - the base - and its emitter.
Al>o, like a valve, and unlike a transistor, the FET does not need a
forward bias in order to conduct. If a valve is operated without bias
it will allow a quite substantial current to flow unless this is lim-
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ited by the external circuit. In some cases the current could be high
enough to damage it. In any case, it is nonna lly necessary to pro vi de
a reverse bias, both to keep the currB'ltflow within acceptable limits
and to set the "working point" of the grid on the correct part of
the characteristic curve.
Similarly, a FET operated without bias will allow a substantial and
possibly destructive current to flow, unless this is limited by the
external circuit. And it is necessary to provide a reverse bias to
control this current and also set the "working point".
The transistor, on the other hand, will not pass any significant
current in the absence of bias. It is necessary to provide a forward
bias, first to establish a flow of current, and then to set the
"working point".
Si nee the FET, like the va 1ve, requires only vo 1tage on its contro 1
electrode, and passes negligible current through it, it has a similar high input resistance. The bipolar transistor, on the other hand,
passes significant current through its control electrode and has a low
input resistance.
Regardless of tnese differences, all three devices have some characteristics in corrmon. All have a current value beyond which it is either
impossible or unsafe to go. All have "cut-off" condition where
current ceases to flow or is reduced to a minimum value. And in
using all three as an amplifier, it is normal to set the control
electrode "working point" so that the standing current is approximately
midway between these two extremes.
You may have noticed that there are no bias components in the gate
circuit - where with a transistor there would be at least one, and
possibly two resistors. In this case the bias is generated in the
source circuit by the lOk resistor and the luF capacitor- a system
virtually i dent i cal with one corrmon ly used for valves. Current through
the source resistor generates a voltage across this resistor, positive
at the source end. Since the gate is· connected t6 the other end of this
resistor (via the tuning coil) the gate is negative with respect to the
source by the voltage deve 1oped across the resistor.
In the drain circuit there is a 1k pot. This pot controls the "regeneration" of the set. "Regeneration" is another name for positive
feedback, where part of the output is fed back to the input in phase.
The feedback path is from the lk pot, through the smaller winding and
back through the tuned winding. Actually the small winding on the
loopstick is known as the feedback winding. The lk pot controls the
amount of signal which feedback winding receives. If the pot is very
close to the top of the travel , very l i tt 1e of the signal flows through
the winding - but if the pot is near the bottom of the travel, a lot
of the signal finds it easier to travel through the feedback winding
than through the lk resistance of the pot.
The pot al so doubles as the on/off switch, and for this reason you
should specify a switch pot when buying the parts. This saves the added
expense of a completely separate switch - although there is nothing to
stop this arrangement if it is desired.
A 4.7k resistor from the positive supply to the top of the pot is
the load resistor for the FET. The audio signal is developed across
this load.
From the top of the pot is a .OluF bypass capacitor. Its purpose is to
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If you use a transformer, it can be the first compo~ent placed in the
box. It is placed against one side of the .box, hanging from the top.
our holes were drilled 23mm from the outside edge, and were.52mm apart.
All holes in the plastic case are countersunk from the outside, to enabl
countersunk head l" whit. screws to be used. These look much ne~ter than
the usual round head screws - and also make sure that the set will not
cratch anY surface on which it is put. If countersunk head screws are
~ard to come by, try at least to use four on the underside for the above

p~th for RF signals to return to the tuned circuit via the
rail! rather than via the audio cirucit. If RF does manage to
find its v:ay in!o the audio section, it makes the whole circuit likely
to burst Hto violent oscillation. It may also reduce the overall performance of the set, because the RF stages do not have a proper return
path.

provide a
n~gative

A luF capacitor couples the audio information developed across the
4.7k load resistor to.the audio amplifier. The audio is amplified
to a level which permits good, loud signals in the headphones.

I

reason.
The tagstrip is mounted alongside the tran~fo~r, our '!10unting hole
being 65mm from the edge. The 9 lug tagstrip fits well into the space.
The wires from the tagstrip are left disconnected for the moment ..
The battery occupies the opposite corner to the transformer -.again
hanging from the "roof". A simple battery bracket m~de from tinplate
or thin aluminium holds the battery, the bracket being secured
with one screw and nut.

We can already hear the question in many reader's minds; "Where is the
detector?" What, you hadn't missed it? Well look back over the circuit
again. Can you see it?
'
We must admit that 'it is not immediately obvious. Detection takes place
~n the FET, due to the ~mount of bias used. We have deliberately biased
1t onto the curved portion of its characteristi.c and it is this curvature which causes one half of the signal to be amplified more than
the other. Th~ sys tern is analogous to the old valve type "anode
bend detector so perhaps it should be called a "drain bend detector".
So that's the circuit - nothing to it, is there? Not really, but when
you build this little set, don't be surprised at the performance. It
quite belies its simplcity.
Construction of th~ Superfet may begi.n with the construction of the
loopstick (tuned winding only). Ferrite rod is sold in 200mm lengths and as we_ need only l~Omm, it must be divded. Do not throw away the
excess - it wi 11 come in ~andy. in the future. Cut the ferrite as you
would cut glass. File a nick right around the ferrite, then tap it on
the edge of a.desk, etc. Take care not to drop it, as ferrite is
brittle and will break easily.

'
1

·

1
1

Iii nd a layer of i nsu lotion tape over the ferrite to protect the wire
then anchor the wire about 2cm from one end (leave about lOcm wire o~er)
and wind on 60 turns, tightly and close together. Anchor the winding
with insulation tape. No taps are required.

Next the tagboard can be wired according to the circuit and layout.
Note that two (If the com~onents are underneath the board - a capacitor and a r~sistor - this allows a much neater and logical layout than
would otherwise have been possible. Try to stick to our layout - it
is one which is l~kely to give the least trouble. Regenerative circuits
can give trouble if the layout is poor.
We presume most readers will be using the speaker transformer and low
impedance headphone system. High impedance headphones are not only hard
to buy, but_a~e now quite expensive - more so than a set of low
impedance hifi headphones which you wil 1 also be able to use with
your stereo amplifier .
!f this is. not the case, and you already have a set of high impedance
phones which you wish to use, simply ignore the transformer and connect
the earphones where the primary of the transformer would be (this can
also be done via a plug and socket on the front panel).

Now the tuning capacitor can be fitted. It is mounted on the bottom
of the case by four screws, each fitted with 3 nuts - one to hold the
screw in place, one to act as a spacer, and another to hold t~e
capacitor in position. The capacitor is mo~nted so the shaft is o~ the
horizontal centre line of the case, approximately 40mm from the right
inside edge.
With the capacitor mounted, all leads can now be cut to their correct
length and connected. First, connect the leads f~m !he tagboard to the
capacitor then the flying leads from the tuned winding to the same
points. The battery, transformer, potentiometer and output socket can
also be connected at this time.

So not attempt to cut ferrite rod with a saw. If you do, it will almost
certainly shatter, rendering it useless.

O~ce again, leav~ lOcm of wire for connection, then cover the winding
with a layer of insula!ion tape for protection. Two small brackets are
used to mount the ferrite rod - details of which are given. These
screw to the rear of the case - but leave this for the moment.

The brackets for the ferrite rod are screwed to the back of the case,
so the ferrite rod occupies the space behind the transfo~er and ~he
tuning capacitor, which is the last item fitted .. The ferr~te rod is
held on the bracket by two grommets which are slid onto either end
of the rod. The photograph shows this more clearly. The length between
mounting brackets need not be exact, as the grommets can be moved to
fit.

1

Make sure you get the leads to the poteotiometer correct. If an error
made the tuned winding will, at some point, be adversely affe~ted by
a sh~rt across the feedback winding. This alters the "Q" (quality) of
the coil, and results in a very poor performance.
The wiring of the headphone socket also warrants a special mentio~.
It is important that the socket be wired so that both phones receive
signal. To do this (and also to present the corect impedance to
the output transformer) we wire the phones in series. Simply use the
socket tags which connect to the tip and ring of the plug. Ignore
the tag which connects to the main body of the plug.
So far, we have not mentioned the feedback winding. This is deHberately left until last in order to get it right. Once you are sure
all wiring is correct, plug in your earphones and turn on.
You should hear noise in the headphones - and if you are in a strong
signal area, you may be able to pick up some broadcast ~t~tions.
If so, you are almost finished. If not, re-check your wiring and
battery.
If you are not in a strong signal area, it might be wise to place the
set near an aerial lead for the final adjustment - there should be no
need to connect the aeri a 1 to the set.
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Tune slowly over the band
t"l
a while to find one with t~~ ~e/~u can hear a station. It may take
you have found one be careful to tn thi~ sthate, but persevere. When
•
o mo,e t e tuning capacitor.

of the tuning capacitor. This shou 1d be on the centre 1i ne, but if it is
not, it can be adjusted up or down by means of the spacing nuts.

~~~~~; ~w~h~~~s~~~g~~t ( ~=~m~~~~L 0 ~a~~i ~h! n~~~ ated ~ookdup

To even things up, the regeneration control is placed on the centre
line. equidistant in from the opposite side as.the tuning capacitor

wire. to one
twice around the tuned wi ndi n
.
er en an pass it
reasonably tight and anchor { ?n the fern te rod - no more. Pull it
tape. Cut it to the required ~~gnt~l:c~ wi~dh a !ength of insulation
outside lug 0 th
t
n so er it to the other
n e po · This is the regeneration winding.

1

Here it may be appropriate to make
f
of regenerative circuits As r
a i:w C?mni:nts about the behaviour
goes i n~o o~cil 1at ion at · a rad~~e~~;~~~~~/ ~ ~ ncri:as~d, ~he stage first
tuned circuit. Since it is RF oscillatio
-~ i:nnine mainly by the
may.hear a faint rushing noise. Alternat~~e; i~fnot audible, but you
station you will hear a whistle.
y, i you tune across a
More precisely, this is a high pitched audi n
.
zero, then increasing again as the static o ~te,ddropping sh~rpl~ to
or where there is no au di a note - is call endi tsh e une
out.
zero beat.The midpoint If the regeneration is advan d t"ll f
emit a. harsh raspberry-] ike ~~te, \~gard~rther0 /h~ system may ~uddi:nly
tuned in or not . This is
ess
w e~her a station is
of oscillation, then comi~~u~=~kb~ the ~ystem chokin~ up~ going out
this audio rate which produces th~nn~~!inrh!t an/ut?io :ate. It is
squegging.
·
con i ion is ca 11 ed
When you turn the set back 0
ft
f. .
you should hear one or other"o~ t~; finin~
the regeneration winding
0
station may be louder and erha
.
owing resu!ts: (l)The
imposed on it, or the.set m~y bps dist?rted, or with.a_whistle supermay be weaker.
e squegging. (2)The original station
If condition (2) is experi
d
should
a
e pot control works in reverse (ant· J k ·
reqeneration) transfer the lead fro th t
i~c oc wise to increase
lug to the other outer lug. Leave t~e cen
e taq
s
trip
to
th:
outer
re 1ug connection as itpotis.

;:~~i~~- /~~s

produ~~c~o~?~~~~~~ed~~~r~~~~e~~i{~). t~/;~/~~~-

If you find it impossible to get an · 0
try, another turn on the feedback wi~d~~~ (~t t of ~he set e! th:r way,
can t get results any other wa
u on Y try this if you
You may also try moving the fe~dba t~o ~u~h feedback may cause havoc).
rod to change the cou in
c win i ng. up and down the ferrite
coupling':
p1 g · 0 ver the tuned winding gives the strongest
With the electrical side of th s
is the fr01tpanel, plus a few ~oi~~e~fet c~mpleted, a!l that remains
panel must be made from metal a e s on ow to use it. The front
supply). As al~minium is prob~bl;dt~refer~bly earthed (to the negative
this is a l ogi ca 1 choice Ours was ef e2a2s i esl t ~o. get and work with•
o
g a umin1um.
·
The panel should be exactly 85
lS&nm
the case. If the aluminium i
x
. · !he corners are rounded to fit
chance that it will be such : ~~~d t~~~ ~~z~, there is a _pretty fair
needed to hold it in place _ thi
a no s~rews will be
necessary• however' four dim less ~as the. case. with ours. If
(one per corner) to be drill~d au~ ~op~o~~ded fin the_plastic case
number 4 's).
ui se
tapping screws (say

1
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The position of the hand span dial is more or less fixed by the position

knob .
on the inside of your fr01tpanel, mark a centre line. By careful measuring, determine the distance from the inside edge of the box to the
centre of the pot shaft, and mark a point on the centre line. Mark a
point the same distance in the opposite side. After re-checking, drill
these ho 1es to i". Whi 1e the shaft of the tuning capacitor is only
dri 11 i ng a bigger ho 1e means you have some margin for error - and in
nine cases out of ten, there will be some error.

a" ,

A standard pot requires a i" hole for mounting. The hea:lphone socket
also requires a
ho~e. and this is located in the bottom left hand
"corner. It is located as close as possible to the corner - our hole
being drilled 17mm in from each edge.

a·

De-burr all holes with a larger drill, and try the lid out for size.
If everything fits, you can take the lid off and mark it as you desire
We used "Letraset" for all marking (name stations and functions) after
we dressed the surface by rubbing it with a wire brush. After
lettering, a fine coat of clear enamel was applied to protect the
surface.
Now for the driv~ng instructions - not that you need a driver's
licence (but you do need a broadcast listener's licence!) - but
a regenerative set may be a little trickY while you are getting used
to it. The easiest way to tune a set of this type is to "tune the
whistles". Turn up the regeneration control until the set begins to
squegg, then back it off until this ceases. Then tune a station by
listening for the whistle and adjusting for zero beat. After adjusting
for zero beat, back the regeneration control off slightly until the
station becomes clear and no beat note can occur.
You will note that a different amount of regeneration is required
for the top end of the band than for the bottom end - this is quite
nonnal. It is quite possible for the set to go into regeneration
without you even realising it. In fact, the only way you can tell
is if the whistles are heard each side of the station. But for the
most part, maximum volume is obtained with the set just on the
verge of breaking into osci 11 at ion.
We hope you are as happy as we are with the performance of this
little set. Considering the number of parts involved, it can truly
be called a "gutless wonder" but the performance leaves nothing to
be desired.
PARTS LIST
SEHi CONDUCTORS:
1 MPF102 FET RS276-2035/6. 2N3819-5486
1 BC108• RS 2/6-2009
RESISTORS: ~ws or 10%
I lk

I 4.7k

I lOk

I 15k
I 68k
I lk linear switchpot

CAPACITORS:
2 luF 6VW electrolytic
1 lOuF 6VW electrolytic
l .01 low voltage ceramic
l l0-415pF single section tuning capacitor
MISC:
1 plastic instrument case (Japel approx
160x90x70mm)
aluminium front panel to suit
lOOmm length of jin ferrite rod
speaker trans former 5k to 15 ohms
stereo headphone socket
9-1 ug sec ti on of tags trip
rubber grommets
24B&S or SWG enamelled copper wire or
Thin hookup wire
9V battery
Scrap a1umi ni um for brackets
"Letraset" for marking front panel if
required
Countersunk head lin Whit. screws and nuts to suit
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As mentioned above, the preamplifier presented here was developed
as a "spin-off" from the Cassette Playback Preamplifier.
Before describing the opera ti on and construction of the preamp1i fi er, let us compare its performance to an earlier design. First,
the new preamplifier has more gain . At lkHz, it delivers llOm V for
an input of lmV and as a bonus, its gain can be adjusted higher
or lower to suit the application. At a gain of 110, maximum input
signal at lkHz is 80mV and has a similar order of overload margin
over the whole frequency range. If the gain is reduced, the overload margin will be correspondingly improved, although it should be
more than adequate as it stands.
With respect to noise, the new preamplifier has more gain and so
could be expected to have more noise output. However comparative
listening tests between the old and new pre amps suggest that the
differences are marginal. Measuring the noise with the input loaded
by a typical magnetic cartridge and referring it to an input signal
of lOmV gives a signal-to-noise ratio of 75dB. The old design is
3dB better in this respect.
Note that we have taken the measurement with the input loaded
by a typical magnetic cartridge, instead of with the input
open-circuit. The latter test gives more conservative results
but is unrealistic - not too many people listen to their amplifiers
with no source connected'.
The signal-to-noise figures are um;eighted, ie . filters have
not been used to exclude frequencies outside the audible spectrum. Weighting would undeniably give a better result. In a
practical situation, the noise level of the preamplifier will
depend very much on the internal shielding of the cartridge and
the incidence of hum fields from transformers and mains wiring
on the input leads.
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RIAA PREAMPLIFIER FOR MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
As a "spin-off" from the Cassette Playback Preamplifier, we present
this high performance RlAA preamplifier for magnetic cartridges.
It has high overload margin, very low distortion and low noise.
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The other major feature of the preamplifier is its low harmonic
distortion. We found it difficult to measure the distortion, as it
was clearly less than the residual distortion of the measuring
equipment. Hence, we rate the preamplifier at less than O.lpc THO
for frequencies from 30Hz to 20kHz and output voltages up to 3V
RMS.

Whatever the distortion content contributed by the preamplifier,
it is negligible compared to the distortion generated by the
magnetic cartridge so that further improvements in this respect
seem like "gilding the lily". The important thing is that the
preamplifier cannot be overloaded by any currently available
cartridge, whereas the preamplifier in many commercial amplifiers
does suffer from this fault.
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Apart from performance comparisons, the new circuit has three
advantages over the earlier design. First, it does not require
transistors selected for beta such as Bc10gc or BC109B. Second,
the gain can be adjusted. Third, cartridges with other than the
usual impedance characteristic will not suffer a degradation
in bass response due to the rather unusual feedback configuration
of the earlier circuit.
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Referring now to the circuit, readers will note that it is basically
similar to the Cassette Playback Preamplifier. The major difference
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SPECIFICATIONS

~

Frequency response: Within ldB of RlAA characteristic
from 30Hz to 20kHz.

<ll

Q.

(j)

-~

Sensitivity: 2mV for 220mV output at lkHz and input
overload capability of 80mV at same frequency.
Nominal input impedance SOk.

"'
:::::

Noise: Residual noise output with a typical cartridge
connected is 1ess than 0. 2mV. When ref erred to an
input voltage of lOmV, the unweighted signal-to-noise
ratio 75dB.

'S

Distortion: less than 0. lpc THO for frequencies over
the range from 30Hz to 20kHz at output voltages up to
3V RMS; at voltages up to 9V RMS, less than 0.2pc.
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is that the feedback components have been changed to suit the
signal characteristics of magnetic cartridges.

(j)

<::

Basically, the circuit uses a differential amplifier comprising two
low-noise silicon NPN transistors driving an operational amp1i fi er integrated circuit. Thus the low-noise transistors determine
the noise performance of the circuit rather than the characteristics
of the JC.
To ensure lowest possible noise from the differential amplifier
transistors, they are run at a low collector current of about
22uA each. The ba 1anced output s i gna 1s from the co 11 ectors of the
differential 11air are fed to the inputs of the operational
amplifier and negative feedback around the circuit is applied
to the base of one discrete transistor from the output of the op
amp. RlAA characteristics are determined by the 47k and 560k
resistors in combination with the .OOlSuF and .0056uF capacitors,
and the ratio of the impedance of this circuit to the ratio of
the impedance of this circuit to the 560 ohm resistor determines
the overall gain of the preamplifier
24
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Bass roll-off at frequencies below 30Hz is accomplished by the
lOuF capacitor in series with the 560 ohm resistor. The capacitor
also ensures lOOpc DC feedback so that the DC voltage at~e output
is as close as possible to that of the input transistor's base,
ie, approximately zero. This means that the maximum output voltage
swing is available without any adjustment being necessary.
Gain of the preamplifier may be varied by adjusting the 560
ohm resistor. To increase the gain, reduce the value of the
resistor and vice versa. For example, to obtain a gain of approximately 75 times, the resistor should be increased to 820 ohms.
We do point out, however, that we have not made tests on the preamplifier at gain levels differing greatly from that of the specified circuit. A general caution would be not to vary the preamplif· ier components unless the constructor knows what is is about!
At high frequencies, input impedance of the circuit is around
50k, in spite of the fact that the bias resistor feeding the
first transistor is lOOk. At lower frequencies, the input impedance
does increase slightly but this is not important .
A series network consisting of a lk resistor and .OOluF capacitor
ensures stability of the preamplifier at high frequencies. At
the same time the l 5k resistor connected from the output of the
op amp to the positive 15V rail averts another nasty problem, that
of cross-over distortion. It may seem something of a paradox that
cross-over distortion could occur in a preamplifier circuit but the
fact is that the uA741 op amp has a class-8 output stage. Hence the
15k resistor to provide a current of 1 milliamp into the output, and
provide class-A operation for output signals up to about 2V peakpeak. For larger signals, any cross-over distortion is likely to be
negligible.
Input coupling capacitors should be luF tantalum 1Ypes or, if size
is not a problem, metallised polyester could be used. Since the two
other signal capacitors in the circuit, lOuF and 4.7uF, have
very little DC voltage applied to them, they ideally should be
tantalum types also, although modern aluminium electrolytic capacitors are very much less prone to depolarisation and attendant loss
of capacitance than earlier types.
Supply r~ils are plus and minus 15V which enables ~e maximum output
voltage of the preamplifier to be just over 9V RMS. It is this
which gives the high input signal overload capability, despite the
high gain.
A pair of .047uF ceramic capacitors are connected between the
positive and negative rails to the common rail to bypass any
RF signals and "hash" that might be picked up by the supply
cables. They also prevent any instability of the preamplifier
which might occur due to the inductance of long supply leads.
The balanced 15V supply lines are derived from the mains via a
transfonner with a secondary winding of 15VAC. This should
have a current capability of SOmA or more. Alternatively, if the
amplifier with which the preamplifier is to be used has balanced
supply lines, it may be possible to derive the necessary voltages
from the amplifier. Current consumption of the preamplifier is
1ight, at about 5mA for the two channels.
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Two half-wave rectifiers are connected to the 15V transformer
winding to provide plus and minus 21 volts, approximately.
Filtering is provided by two 470uF/35VW electrolytic capacitors.
We do not recommend 25VW capacitors for this application .The
35VW units provide slightly better filtering and have greater
voltage rating margin.
Regulation and further filtering is provided by two zener diodes
fed by 470 ohm resistors. The zener diodes are l.5W units, which
provide better filtering and spike suppression than the sma 11 er
400mW types. At a pinch, though, the 400mW units could be used
without any circuit modification. Further filtering is provided
by 220uF /l 6VW capacitors shunting each zener di ode. These capacitors al so remove any noise produced by the zener diodes themselves.
The rather complex supply is necessary to ensure that no residual
hum or noise superi mpose·d on the mains supply, such as "spikes"
or switching tones, does not appear in the preamplifier output.
As noted above, the noise performance of the preamp 1 i fi er depends
substantially on the shielding of the cartridge and the incidence
of hum fields on the input leads. For this to be true, the preamplifier itself must be well shielded otherwise it will contribute
hum also. The best and easiest way to accomplish this is to mount
the preamplifier in a standard diecast box. The one we used measures
120 x 95 x 55mm.
A printed board, measuring 86 x 76mm, accommodates the preamplifier
components. The board is an easy fit in the diecast box just
mentioned.
Hole spacing on the board suits !W or iW resistors, with !W types
giving the neatest result. Low noise resistors should be used,
such as carbon film or metal film. Ordinary carbon composition
resistors should be used if the constructor does not care about
noise - in which case he should not build the unit in the first
place. While the board has been designed to suit printed circuit
mounting capacitors, pigtail types may be used if they are mounted
vertically.
We recommend the use of sockets for the integrated circuits. They
eliminate the possibility of damage to the lC while soldering,
and ob vi ate the necessity to de-so 1der if the 1C fails.
Since pins 1,2,7,8,12,13 and 14 are unused in the 14-lead package
of the uA741, the copper pattern on the board is also compatible
with the 8-lead Minidip package or the 8-lead metal can package .
With the 8-lead Minidip package for example, the lC may be pushed
straight into the socket with pin 1 of the lC connecting into pin
3 of the socket . Similarly, the leads of the 8-lead metal can type
may be bent to suit the socket. This means that hopefully there
should be no supply problems with the uA741.
Two links of insulated copper wire are s oldered on the copper side
of the board to connect the supply rails from one side of the board
to connect the supply rails from one side of the board to the other.
See the wiring diagram . Note that there is only one pair of .047uF
ceramic bypass capacitors on the board. These capacitors should
preferably not be polystyrene or polyester types as these can have
28

preciable inductance, as far as

radio frequencies are concerned.

~~ramie capacitors are better as RF bypass capacitors.

A 5-pin DIN socket is used for input connection and a 3-pin DIN
cket for the output connection. A 4-pi n po 1art sed socket is used
~~connect the three supply leads. _The shield connection of_ the
· put socket (pin 2) is bypassed with a lOOpF ceramic capacitor
~~ the "earthy" terminal on the same socket. At the o~tput socket,
the "earthy" connection is connected to pin 2 (the shield connect. on) so that the case is connected to the common 1i ne. Note that
~t n~ point in the circuit is there a ~onnection back to the ma~ns
earth. This connection is made automatically when the preamplifier
is connected to an amplifier.
Mount the board so that it is spaced away from the bottom of case
by a clearance of about lOmm with the aid of screws and nuts and
spacers.
Note that input cables to the preamplifier from the cartridge should
be kept as short as possible. This is to keep hum induction at a
minimum, and also to keep cable capacitance to a minimum so that
high frequency attenuation is minimised.
PARTS LIST
diecast box, 120 x 95 x 55mm
printed board, 73p11, 86 x 76mm
4-pin polarised socket
5-pin DIN socket
1 3-pin DIN socket
2 14-lead IC sockets
1 pm;er transformer with 15V winding
SEMICONDUCTORS
4 x BC1 09 , BC149, BC209, RS276-2009, silicon NPN low noise
transistors
2 x uA741 or RS276-038 operational amplifier
2 x EM401, BY126/100 RS276-1139 silicon diodes
2 x BZX70/C15 zener diodes (15V, l.SW)
RESISTORS
(! Wor jW, Spc tolerance)
2 x 560k, 2 x 330k, 2 x lOOk, 4 x 56k, 2 x 47k, 2 x 15k, 2 x lk,
2 x 560 ohms, 2 x 470 ohms.
CAPACITORS
2 x 470uF/35VW electrolytic
2 x 220uF/16VW electrolytic
2 x 100uF/3VW electrolytic (preferably tantalum)
2 x 4. 7uF/6VW electrolytic (preferably tantalum)
2 x luF/25VW polyester or tantalum electrolytic
2 x . 047uF/25VW ceramic
2 x .0056uF/100VW polyester or polys tyrene
2 x .0015uF/lOOVW polyester or polystyrene
2 x . OOluF/lOOVW polyester or polystyrene
1 x 100pF/63VW ceramic
MISCELLANEOUS
Shielded cable, hook-up wire, screws, nuts, Veroboard for power
supply, solder.
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INTERCOM
"The speakers are both normally connected to the output of the ampl if
When either "press-to-talk" switch is operated, the speaker in that
unit is connected to the input of the amplifier, allowing the caller
to be heard from the other unit.
"When the switch on one unit is operated to the 'monitor' position,
the speaker in that unit is connected, via the 'press-to-talk' switch
in the other unit, to the input of the amplifier. Operating the 'press
to-talk' switch in the second unit, changes the position of the speak
in the circuit, allowing one to speak back to the first unit.
"Due to the number of switch contacts involved, I had to use PMG type
key-switches and I was fortunate enough to obtain a pair from one of
the disposals houses, with four change-over sets in one direction
and two in the other direction.
"The switches I bought were of the non-locking variety but a bit of
'fiddling' made them lock on one side. This side was arranged for the
'monitor' position.
"The whole system was made to operate in the balanced type of circuit.
In other words, both legs were sw1tched. To avoid coupling from
input to output, all the wiring was left un-earthed. This meant
that the feedback had to be omitted but the gain was not excessive and
the whole system remained perfectly stable."
EDITORIAL NOTE: It appears that this switching method could be
adopted by others who wish to have the monitoring facility at both
ends of the system. It is obvious, however, that this "extra", as
it were, is available if we are prepared to cope with the attendant
problems.
Provided an eight-way cable, and the key switches are no obstacle,
the modification may be achieved quite readily. A point worth
noting is the fact that we were not able to fit a PMG type switch in
the original, as it interfered with the battery space.
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In the circuit submitted, there is no provision for battery switching.
Due to the possibility that such a versatile unit may be in use
almost continuously, this facility may not be considered necessary.
However, it is felt that a simple switch could.be provided by the
constructor, even if it is only used to switch off at night or other
prolonged periods when the unit is not required.
A reader reminds us that, in these days of miniature equipment, the
mos.t handy tools are not necessarily traditional pliers, etc.,
but tweezers, clamps and other items found in a doctor's surgery.
Nor is there anything quite equal to a dental mirror when i.t
comes to seeing behind inaccessible components~
THIRD HAND
I have noticed a lot of suggestions for various kinds of "third
hand" to hold small components while soldering etc.
A common idea is to mount an alligator clip on a block of wood.
tried this but it was not entirely suitable in my case. As an
alternative I mounted the alligator clip on a rubber suction
cup. With this I can hold the work on the bench, or on a wall,
without it slipping about.
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A SOLID STATE AUDIO DISTORTION FACTOR METER
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THIS DESCRIBES A RELIABLE AUDIO DISTORTION FACTOR METER FOR HOME
CONSTRUCTION. THE METER CIRCUITRY IS FULLY SOLID STATE, AND WILL
MEASURE DOWN TO 0. 1pc OF ON SIGNALS BETWEEN 200mV AND 75V OVER
THE FREQUENCY RANGE FROM 20Hz to 20kHz . AT THE SAME TIME, IT IS
EASILY SET UP AND CALIBRATED USING SIMPLE EQUIPMENT .
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What we have to do, then, is firstly to measure the total output
voltage of the amplifier under test at the output level and
frequency which interests us. This output will consist of three
components: the amplified signal at the fundamental (input)
frequency, the sum of the harmonics generated in the amplifier, and
any hum and noise introduced by the amplifier. These can be called
respectively, V (for the fundamental), D (for harmonic distortion)
and N (for noise an<t hum). This combined output voltage is noted.

From the foregoing, it is clear that the filter referred to, co~nl
called a "Notch Filter," must be capable of eliminating the fundamen
frequency while leaving all other frequencies unaffected, before the
distortion content alone can be measured; ie., it must be sharply
tuned. Several types of filter can be used, but for simple handling
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The term distortion factor now commonly quoted for high-fidelity
amplifiers defines the additions made by the imperfect equipment to
single pure sine-wave input signal. These additions include hum and
noise as well as harmonic distortion, and their combined RMS voltage
is expressed as a percentage of the total output voltage at the
fundamental signal frequency; this percentage is the Distortion
Factor which is to be measured. Note carefully that this is a voltag
ratio, not a power ratio which would give a much more flattering
figure.

Next, we must eliminate the fundamental voltage V, by a suitable
filter and then measure the combined voltage of the remaining factor
D and N. This much small er voltage is then compared with the vo 1tage
previously measured and is expressed es a percentage of it; this is
the Distortion Factor. In the instrument to be described this compar
ison is done by a calibrated potential divider and the Distortion Fa
is read directly from its scale.
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For anyone seriously concerned with experiment, design or serv1c1ng
on high quality audjo equipment, a reliable method of measuring the
distortion it introduces into a pure signal is almost indispensable.
Such measurements are not especially difficult although rather timeconsuming. The necessary instruments are fairly complex and, in thei
commercial form, quite expensive. For those who do not have the rese
and development budget of a sizable company to draw upon, this cost
factor can be a problem.
The design to be described here was worked out with this factor well
in mind. It should enable the experienced constructor to build for
himself a reliable and flexible Distortion Factor Meter at a
fraction of the cost of a commercial instrument. There is nothing
very difficult about its construction or the components used, but it
must be said that careful workmanship and accurate components are
essential and the project cannot be recommended to an inexperienced
constructor . Practical points to be watched will be highlighted as
the description proceeds and if these are observed no difficulties
need be feared.
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and easy availability of cheap components the Wien Bridge filter
seems most suitable and has been used here. The filter must, of cours
be tunable over the full range of fundamental frequencies to be exami
The bridge is adjusted until it is balanced at the signal frequency,
which is thus suppressed. However, it is then considerably unbalanced
for the harmonic frequencies and these appear at the output with virt
ually no attenuation.
Two principal methods are available for measuring Distortion Factor
and they are shown in Fig 1, A and B. Each has some advantages and
certain drawbacks.

Vout

Vin

In lA, the signal to be investigated is fed through a variable
attenuator to a ganged "function switch" Sl and S2 which connects the
attenuator output either directly to a multi-range AC voltmeter (for
measurement of signal plus distortion) or else through the "notch fil
to the voltmeter (for measurement of distortion only). The attenuator
setting must remain unchanged for both measurements; therefore the
voltmeter has to be a sensitive instrument (actually a millivoltmeter
with multiple ranges and a scale accurately calibrated over all its
ranges. It must a1so have a frequency response which is fl at over
the full range of fundamentals plus their harmonics, up to at least
the fifth - in practice, from 20Hz to around lOOHz. Such a voltmeter
is an expensive thing to buy and almost beyond the scope of an
experimenter to construct and calibrate; therefore this scheme was
tooughtunsuitable for the present project.
The second method, Fig 18, requires only a single-range AC mil livoltmeter which does not have to be calibrated, as it is used only
to give a single reference voltage reading. However, it still must
be sensitive and have the necessary flat frequency response covering
all of the harmonic range. If it can also give a true RMS indication
rather than an average one this is an advantage, though not essential
As before, the distorted signal is fed through a variable attenuator
to the "function switch." However, from this point it goes to the
vo 1tmeter either through the "notch filter," which thus shows
distortion and noise only, or else through a calibrated potential
divider which passes both fundamental and distortion. In this
method, distortion is first read by switching in the filter, balancing
it to suppress the fundamantal, and finally adjusting the input
attenuator until the remaining distortion voltage produces a
certain reference reading on the meter, indicated by a mark on
the sea 1e. The filter is then switched out and rep 1aced by the
calibrated potentiometer which passes both fundamental and distortion
this potentiometer is then set to produce the same reference
reading on the meter. At this point the potentiometer output voltage
has the same value as that of the distortion and noise in the
signal, so that the potentiometer can be calibrated directly in
percentage Distortion Factor.
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This method has the advantage that the meter scale needs no calibrati
beyond the provision of the reference mark, and the meter accuracy is
therefore unimportant. The accuracy of the calibrated potentiometer
is merely a matter of using close-tolerance resistors, plus the makin
of a linear scale to suit a normal wire-wound potentiometer, and
this is easily within the home constructor's ability. The method also
has the advantage that since the meter is always used at high sensi-
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the notch filter and its amplifier are always working at a ver
low s19nal level and are therefore less likely to introduce distortion
of their own. (It must be realised that in any scheme of this kind
the m:ter cannot distinguish between distortion in the input signal
and distortion produced in circuits before the Wien Bridge, so
the latter must be made negligible).
The di:-awback to thi~ ~ec:ond scho;me is that the very low signal level
and h1gh meter sensitivity required makes the whole circuit more
liable to induced and self-generated noise - eg. transistor noise.
However! caref~l choice of components and adequate shielding have over
come this difficulty. The reason for the high meter sensitivity will
appear when we come to the details of the performance specification.
We have seen that when the fundamental frequency has been suppressed ·
the output of the equipment under test is a mixture of distortion and
~oise. If we now switch off the source of the test signal at the
1nput to.t~e equ~pment, ~eaving everything otherwise unchanged,
the remain~ng noise showing on the meter is the noise generated
by the equipment under test. This noise, in the case of a mains-operat
device, will probably have two components:
(a)ma~ns hum, chiefly at twice the frequency of the mains, or lOOHz
in th1s country, but quite possibly . at harmonic frequencies also.
In some localities the mains supply has been found to have a strong
fifth harmonic which is not easily eliminated.
{b) so-called "white ~oise" or hiss, whose strength will depend
on the ban~width passed by the equipment - in general,
the wider the bandwidth the greater the measured noise. However the
noise actually audible will not necessarily increase to the sam~ extent
because the response of the human ear peaks at around 5kHz and
decreases so rapidly above lOkHz that increased noise above this
frequency goes largely unnoticed by most people. To take account
of this, professional distortion and noise meters often include
a ''.Weighting Filter" which can be switched in to give a weighted
noise measurement corresponding to one of two international standards
re~resenting bro~dca~t and line telephone conditions respectively.
Th1s added compl icat1on was not thought worthwhile for the present
simplified design.
somew~at

Another form of noise which may appear under these conditions is
parasitic oscillation, either continuous or intermittent the
continuo~s ~ype ~ften being masked by the test signal but showing
up when it is switched off. The distortion factor meter can be very
useful in tracing and curing such troubles.
Let us now consider the performance specification for a practial meter :
SENSITIVITY. We first consider what signal voltages we are likely to
meet. At the low end the most likely item to need testing will be
an au~io-fi:-equency preamplfier and the lowest output voltage commonly
met with will be around 200 millivolts. This, then, can be our
lower design limit, though in practice this instrument can be used
down to around 150 millivolts. We next decide on the lowest distortion
percentage we expect to measure accurately, and in the present design
O. lpc was chosen. Now O. lpc of 200 millivolts is 200 microvolts and
this input must give the standard meter deflection, chosen in this
case to be 70pc of the full scale reading . This, then, becomes the
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ensitivity required of our meter and it will be working at this
sensitivity at all times. To combine this perfonnance with a band!idth extending to lOOkHz and using a small inexpensive meter
movement pres:nted some problems, now overcome, especially from
trans1stor noise.
At the upper end of the signal scale amplifiers with an output of
at least 100 watts may have to be tested, so the range of the input
attentuator wil 1 have to be consi~erable. The presen~ ~esign will
handle inputs up to 75 volts, equivalent to an ammplif1er output
of 700 watts into 8 ohms, which should take care of any likely
situation.
FREQUENCY RANGE. This was chosen at 20Hz to 20kHz, covering the whole
useful range normally claimed for audio equipment. It is covered in
three switched overl appedi ng ranges.
DISTORTION RANGE. The basic range is from 0 to O.Spc with swftched
multipliers giving XlO and XlOO times.
HARMONIC RANGE. It was decided , to include ~armonics up to the
fifth in all measurements; thus the meter circuit must have a flat
response to lOOkHz (fifth hannonic of 20kHz). The need for this
might be questioned since even the second harmonic of 20kHz is
quite inaudible. However, there is some evidence suggesting that when
two or more frequencies are being amplified together their higher
harmonics, though themselves inaudible, may beat together to
produce audible distortion products of an especially offensive kind.
Furthermore, one wished to provide for tests on audio-frequency
oscillators where the extended harmonic range would be needed.
INPUT RESISTANCE. For a general-purpose instrument which may be used
on equipment, such as pre-amplifiers, with a wide range of output
impedances, it is best to give the meter an input resistance high
enough to impose negligible load on any likely signal source. A
value of 250k was chosen, being about the highest figure that can
be used without difficulties due to high value, non-standard
resistors in the attenuator and possibly, excessive residual noise.
The complete circuit diagram of the final instrument is shown as Fig 6.
The instrument comprises four distinct and separate sections and these
are now described in deta i 1 .
The Input Circuit. Four pi-section pads connected in series, together
with a continuously-variable potentiometer comprise the input
attentuator. Each pad gives 12dB loss, with an image impedance of
' 500k. As the attenuator is image-matched the input impedance is 250k
for all positions of the switch Sl, which provides the coarse control . The 500k carbon potentiometer RVl provides the fine continuous
control.
It is evident that when the circuit is switched from "Reject Fundamental"
to "Read Distortion" the load on the input attenuator will vary
considerably unless it is isolated. For this purpose a buffer .
stage (Trl) is provided. This stage is critical, in that any noise
generated there will appear in the measured distortion. After tests
Of several types of bipolar transistors, the Texas Instruments type
2N5245 field-effect transistor was found to give good results as a
source follower in this circuit. The collector circuit is heavily
decoupled for stabilty.
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The Notch Filter {Wien Bridge). Fig 2 shows the elements of a Wien
Bridge in basic form. If Cl and C2 are made equal, {denoted by "C")
and Rl and R2 also equal {denoted by "R"), the conditions for balance
(in this application, maximum fundamental suppression) are:( a)

P
Q

(b)

.!
FCR = 1

Thus the bridge will balance at frequency 2 F when

Q = 2P
2 F

1

=CR

(C in farads, R in ohms, or C in microfarads, R in megohms.)

A bipolar transistor amplifier can be added to give the practical
circuit in Fig 4. This arrangement gives input and output connections
balanced with respect to ground and assists a sharp null.
For a true measurement of DF it is necessary that only the fundamental
frequency is suppressed, and that a 11 the harmonics from the second
upwards shall reach the output of the notch filter unchanged. This
implies quite sharp tuning. The frequency characteristic of the basic
Wien Bridge is shown in Fig 5 and it is plain that the response
to the harmonics is far from equal, there being a substantia l
difference in response between, say, the second and fifth harmonics;
in fact the second harmonic is nearly 5dB down. This, if not correcte
would give an app~rent DF substantially better than the true figure.
This is.remedied by including the bridge
a negative-feed-back amplifier. By this
to harmonics can be made 1eve1 to within
loss for all harmonics of less than ldB.

circuit within the loop of
means the overall response
1dB, and with a n insertion
(See Fig 6 for circuit).

There are two important factors to be watched in the design of the
feedback amplifier, apart from its possible introduction of noise
and distortion of its m•n making. Firstly, th~ amount of feedback must
be sufficient to achieve the desired flat harmonic response, but no
more; excessive feedback sharpens the tuning to an uncomfortab 1e
degree, making the instrument difficult to handle and increasing
the chances of instability and distortion of the fundamental, due
to the large signal offered to the transistors at the null point where
feedback loop is effectively broken. The feedback required is XlO or
a little more (20 to 21.5dB).
Secondly, the gain of the complete notch filter circuit with its
feedback applied (ie. the closed-loop gain) must be closely unity,
otherwise the harmonic voltage offered to the meter in the "Reject
Fundamental" position will not be comparable to that coming from the
calibrated potentiomenter in the "Read Distortion" position, the
potential divider having no associated amplifier.
These two factors, therefore, require that the overa 11 open-1 oop
gain (with feedback temporarily removed) shall be XlO, and that this
gain shall then be reduced to unity by adding closely-control led
negative feed-back, which will then be effective for all frequencies
exce~t the fundamenta 1 "These. points se 1dom seem to be c 1early brought
out in such published discussions as the writer has seen.

h Wien Bridge can take either of two forms, namely, ~ith
r.eed capacitors and ganged variable resistors for tuning, or
n~h fixed resistors and ganged variable capacitor tuni~g. The . .
w~rst metho~ offei:s the advantage of relativ:ly low-resistan7e.circuits
fh.Ch minimise noise and hum troubles and this method was originally
w id here with a pair of ganged lOk wire-wound potentiometers
· ·
f ixe
· d capaci't ors.
fuse tuning' in conjunction with pairs of precision
H~ever, prolonged experiment failed entirely t~ make this
arrangement workable. Both tracking and resolution _of these
n ed pots proved inadequate for the precise setting needed for
~\~ue null and it proved im~ossible to get '.el iable and repeatable
settings; handling was a 1so into l e'.ab ly cri ti ca 1 .. The method was
finally abandoned and the alternative adopted,. us mg a two-gang.
ariable capacitor taken from a broadcast receiver and fitted with
~ reduction drive, and this solved the problem. I~ does, however,
require good metallic shielding both between se7tions of th:
instrument and also overall by means of the cabinet, otherwise
noise pickup from the mains or adjace~t appar~tus can be troublesome. It also requires non-standard fixed resistors of high ohmic
value and very close tolerance, but these can be assembled from
standard · preferred values connected in series, as follows:For 16.8 megohms, use 10 megohms and 6.8 megohms in series.
For 1 . 68 megohms, use 1 megohm and 680k
For 168k

use 150k

and 18k

in series.

These values do not have to be exactly correct; the vital thing is
that they shall be matched in similar pairs to within . l per.cent,
one for each side of the bridge. A good Wheatstone ~ri~ge will do the
matching, the lower of each pair being brought to .within. tolerance
of its companion by the addition of a further series resistor of
suitable lower value. Failing a bridge, if a DC supply of at
least 250 volts - say from a valve broadca~t recei~er - is av~ilable
together with a good 50 microamp _m:ter having a knife-edge pointer,
the resistors can be matched individually by the arrangement shown
in Fig 7.
Starting from zero volts, increase the.p~t:nti?meter setting
gradually until some arbitrary scale division 1s reached, as near
to full-scale as possible, and use this point as a reference
.
mark for the selection of another resistor giving the same reading.
With care a lpc difference can be seen clearly, but the work must be
done at a time when the mains voltage is steady (perhaps late
evening). The potentiometer must be a linear wire-wound type of good
quality and it may be advisable to alter the shape of th:
rotating contact to get as near to a si~gle-tur~ resolution as
possible. Failing these methods the resistors will have to be ordered
as high-stability types of! lpc tolerance, but closer tolerances
do make a perfect null easier to obtain.
The emitter and collector resistors of the bridge amplifier Tr3 (lk
and l.9K respectively) must also be within lpc to'.erance. _Theoretically
the collector resistor should be 2k exactly, but in practice other
to 1erances in the range resistors and gangep capacitor make it
necessary to provide a very finely-adjustable control over the 7xact
value of this resistor. This is done by the 500ohm variable resistor.
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NOTCH FILTER

RV2 in series, is a l 0-turn he 1ica1 potentiometer mounted on the
front pane 1 and used as the fi r.e contro 1 in the "Reject Fun~amenta 1"
procedure. r:ote especially that a normal single-turn potentiometer ·;s
useless in this position as it cannot be set accurately enough.
An accurate 1. 9k resistor can generu lly be se 1ected from a co 11 ecti on
of J.8k lOpc tolerance samples.
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The circuit of the notch filter as shown in Fig 6 is a modified and
simplified version of one described by J. Linsley Hood (Wireless
world, July 1972). Tr2 is a preamplifer feed Tr3 and the bridge
network. It is selected especially for its low-noise performance and
for the same reason is oper~ted at a very l ow collector current of 10
to 15 microamps. Many low-noi se and high-gain types were tested
here but it was not found possible to improve on the 2N930 finally
specified. In addition to its good performance and modest price,
this type seems inherently more stable, when used at very small
collector currents, than some later types which show marked drift with
time, regardless of temperature.
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Tr3 is a Oarl i ngton type made by Motorola and chosen for its very 1ow
noise factor of 2dB at lkHz with a high gain. It's characteristics
enable a close approach to the theoretically ideal working conditions
for the Wien bridge.
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DC and AC negative feedback is applied from Tr3 collector to Tr2
emitter, and DC feedback from Tr3 emitter to Tr2 base to stabilise the
working µoint. The combination gives a very low noise and distortion.
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Since the base of Tr4 has no return to earth other than the bridge
range resistors (16.8 megohms on the low range) and the signal path
through the bridge is of high impedance, bipolar transistors which
have comparatively low input impedance are hardly suitable for Tr4.
A field-effect transistor, which draws virtually no gate current and
needs no gate bi as resistors, is a much better proposition and the
2N5245 was found satisfactory. The source resistor which furnishes
gate bias in this circuit consists of a small "trim-pot" RV3 of
l OOk with a bypass capacitor of O. luF connected to its slider. This
trim-pot is mounted in an accessible position for screwdriver adjustment and it controls the open-loop gain of the whole amplifier, gain
increasing as the s 1 i der approaches the source termi na 1 of Tr4.
TrS, another 2N930, is an emitter-follower serving the dual pur~ose
of a buffer between the notch filter and meter sections, and also as
a means of setting the overall negative feedback of the syster.i ard
thus adjusting the gain to unity, as previously outlined. The emitter
resistor is RV4, another accessible trim-pot of 4.7k who;e slider is
returned through a 47uF tantalum capacitor to the emitter circuit
of Tr2. With the s lider at the earthy end, the feedback is zero and
the open-loop gain can then be set to the required 10-12 times by
adjustment of RV3, after which the slider of RV4 is advanced toV1ords
the emitter until the gain falls to unity. These adjustments are
permanent. A suppressor resistor of 820 ohms (R31) takes the output
of the fi 1 ter to the meter section and serves, together with a
560pF capacitor, to suppress any tendency to high-frequency i nstabi 1 i ty.
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The filter and the attenuator buffer stage share a collJTlon 18 vo 1t
battery supply. This battery cannot, however, be used for the meter
section also without instability, therefore the meter section has its
' own 9 volt battery.
43
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The ganged capacitor in the bridge circuit is of 400 to 450pF
per sec ti on; the exact va 1ue is not cri ti cal but the frequency
coverage will vary accordingly. lt should be of the best mechanical
construction and electrical matching available. The writer
used one of Philips origin with one-piece extruded frame and soldered
brass vanes, taken from a broadcast receiver of the l950's - a very
accurate job. If no trimmer capacitors are provided suitable ones
of 25 to 30 pF must be added. The concentric air trimmer is
effective and has the necessary long-term stability. The trinvners are
used to give the final close adjustment of the bridge null at the
highest frequency (gang capacitor near minimum) after RV2 has been
adjusted as closely as possible, and thereafter are not touched.
RV2 is used over the rest of the range and is most effective at the
lower frequencies.
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The gang capacitor requires an insulated low-capacitance mounting of
very rigid construction to allow exact setting, and a~ its frame is
connected directly to the gate of Tr4 is prone to pick-up of hum,
noise and feedback and needs some shielding, but need not be complete!~
enclosed. For the same reason it needs to be set back from the metal
front panel far enough to keep its spindle entirely inside the case,
coupling to the external control being through an insulating
universal coupling and a short length of !in insulating rod. A slow
motion dial, or control with a reduction of at least 5 to l - more
for preference - is essential and it should be chosen carefully for
absence of backlash.

I

The Calibrated Potentiometer. Essentially this is an accurate potential
divider having three ranges, with an input resistance of 24k on all
ranges. When the Function Switch S2 is set to the Xl position the
output is 0.5pc of the input, while in the XTO position the ratio is
5pc, and in the XlOO position it is 50pc. The fine calibrated control
is provided by RV5, a 25k linear wire-wound potentiometer which should
be of good quality and fairly large - say 2in diameter or more.
It carries the scale from which Distortion Factor is read, calibrated
from 0 to 0. 5pc, As the required value for this control is l 2k:!: 1 pc
it is shunted by a fixed resistor of nominal 22k, chosen from a number
of samples to give the parallel resistance and tolerance required for
the combination. The rest of the fixed resistors should also be of lpc
tolerance.
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If the potentiometer has a metal cover thus must be earthed to the
panel. All wiring to this control must be well screened and earthed.
The Function Switch S2 is a six-pole four-position rotary switch of
the usual type, with three decks each carrying two po 1es. A twodeck switch would be crowded, with more risk of unwanted capacitive
coupling between circuits. S2D and S2F (see Fig 6) are on the deck
neare st the front panel, S2C and S2E are on the next deck and S2A
and S2B on the outermost one. This brings A, C and D in a vertical
line, likewise B, E and F. The associated fixed resistors are mounted
directly on the switch contacts. The non-standard-values are obtained
by using two standard-value lpc tolerance units in series, eg. lk and
80 ohms for 1 . OSK, 100 and 33 for 133 ohms and so on. This has the
incidental advantage that the overall tolerance of the combination may
be closer than that of the individual resistors, since limit tolerance
in the same dirPction on both components is unlikely.
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Fig 8: The case used
by the author, made
from }S -inch particle
board. It should be
lined with aluminium
cooking foil, zinc
flashing or copper
foil to shield the wiring from external
fields.
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It has been suggested that the switching could be simplified by the
use of a four-pole switch with modified circuit. I have not tried this
but it may well be satisfactory. To reduce the risk of signal feedthrough due to stray capacitance, S2A and 520 should be on separate
wafers and on opposite sides of the switch centerline. The wafers
should be well spaced.
The distortion scale for the variable potentiometer can be made with
the aid of a small circular celluloid protractor, as sold cheaply by
stationers for school use. It is only necessary to devise a
temporary mounting, either directly on the spindle and rotating
with it or else stationary with a temporary pointer running over its
scale; it must, however, be truly concentric with the spindle. Most
such protractors have cross-) i nes to i ndi ca te true centre. With an ohm
meter connected successively between each end and the slider, detennine
the exact point on the protractor at which the resistance reading
departs from zero (not necessarily the end-stop points) at each end.
Read off the number of degrees between these points, divide by five to i
get the degrees separating the five cardinal points of the proposed
1
scale, ie., 0.5%, 0.4%, ett., down to zero and then further sub-divide I
these divisions as finely as desired. The writer used ten main divisioni
only, intennediate readings being easily estimated by eye. Once
determined, these same divisions can be laid out with the same protractor on a suitable piece of card or plastic to fonn the scale
of the instrument.
The Meter Circuit. This is a four-stage negative feedback amplifier
driving a 0-100 microamp meter through a somewhat unusual silicon
rectifier bridge. Its function is to compare the outputs of the
calibrated potential divider (total signal) and of the notch filter
(distortion and noise only) when brought to a standard reference
reading. Therefore it is an indicator only, but as previously
mentioned its essential requirements include a response flat within
l dB from 20 Hz to l OOkHz, a sensitivity of at least 200 microvolts
for 70pc of full-scale reading, and a high input resistance. This
sensitivity requires good screening and full precautions against
instability, since the scope for in-phase feedback and consequent
oscillation is considerable. In final form it has proved quite stable
and reliable and could well fonn the basis for a separate multi-range
micro/millivolt meter with complete scale calibration for general use.
The input impedance is around lOOk and the meter shows no measurable
noise.
Overall negative feedback from output to input proved difficult to
stabilise, so multiple feedback paths were adopted, all DC coupled
except that through the output meter. It also proved necessary to split
the amplifier into two physical sections screened from each other by
flat screening plates, and to decouple the first two stages from the
battery supply by a lk resistor and 220uF capacitor.
Input is through a non-polarised electrolytic capacitor of 4uF, or else
two lOuF nonnal tantalum units connected back to . back. Minimal
leakage current is vital here. Tr6 is operated at very low collector
current to minimise noise and has some DC feedback from collector to
base. Its emitter bias resistor consists of a 220 ohm trim-pot
connected as a variable resistor and it serves to set the ultimate
sensitivity of the whole meter circuit. It, will nonnally be at the fu)·,
resistance setting, but it can be used for close adjustment of
gain by those who have a metered audio source and a temporary input
pad to give a calculated 200 microvolts of signal. Stable and almost
46

ise-free sensitivities down to 50 microvolts have been achieved
•

~~perimentally but are not needed here.

feedback is applied between Tr7 collector and base ~nd also from
oc]lector to Tr6 emitter. These two stages, together with the
cocoupling components, are assembled on their own small Verobao'.<1 .
denel and mounted on, and closely spaced from a flat eai:thed shielding
paate of larger size. The other side of this plati; c~rnes the rest
0P~ the circuit upon another Veroboard panel, co~s1st1~g o'. a further
a-stage feedback amplifier using Tr8 and Tr9 in a circuit .
~:signed for high input and low output i:esistances. All transistors
are of the high-gain type BCJOgc or equivalent.
The rectifier and meter circuit, through wh~ch ~egati~e f~edback is
taken over two stages, first came to the writer. s notice in ~n.
A lication Note published by Ferranti Ltd. Unlike some ri;ct1f1er~~er circuits it is linear over about thr~e-quarters ?f 1ts seal e and
is claimed to give virtually true RMS readings over this range. Its
ro erties, including frequency response, can depend so~wha~ upon
~h/amount of feedback used; in this case the cm~plete_c1rcu1t has .flat
response from 20Hz to beyond 200kHz but by reducing gain somewhat 1t
could easily be made flat to lMHz and beyond.
The meter is a 0-100 microamp type.whose.resistance is not ~ery
·mportant and it can be of any desired size or style. The diodes .
all silicon types; the series units are 1Ng14 ~nd th~ shunt unit
(in series with Tr9 collector) is a 1544. The two isolating capacitors
are 22uF tantalum units for the sake of low lea~age and other. sizes
down to l SuF could be used w~thout much <;ffect 1f more convenient.
The relative polarities of diodes, capacitors and meter are shown on
the circuit, "C" denoting cathode, and should .be car~ful~y n~ted
.
for an error here can make the meter i noperat1 ve: This c1 rcu1 t has its
own 9-voltbattery supply with 220uF bypass capac1toi: a~d separate OnOff switch. The reference mark on the meter scale, 1nd1cated.by a r~d
line, was made at 70 mi croamps to give some scope for overswing dur1 ng
tuning.

~re

CONSTRUCTION: This can take many fonns to suit the constructor's
ideas or available components, and no detailed plans are offered. A
shielded case is required, either of m~tal. (preferably not steel)
or else of wood with internal metal shielding. T~e.prototy~e use~
a case made up from f' pineboard lined with aluminium c~oking.fo1l
stuck on with adhesive; this unexpectedly proved effective. Zinc
"flashing" or copper foil would be better an~ allow !he seams to
.
be soldered - very desirable. fig 8 shows this box w1tl] rough dimensions,
but these will vary with the components used.
The front panel of 18 gauge aluminium, is faced with 1/l6th" white
plastic sheeting of the same size. It carr~es. the complete assem~ly
apart from batteries, which must be housed inside the ~a~e to avoid
noise pickup and should be insulated from the met~l lining by
waxed cardboard or other means to prevent noise due to leakage from
battery to its outer case, which is not unknown.
A suggested control layout, used in the prototype, is s~own. in
Fig 9. This lends itself fairly well to the ni;ces~ary. shie~d1~g behi~d

the panel between sections and components which 1s, in principle, like
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Fig 10. Signal input is through a standard Phono socket and plug. The
meter used has a round barrel and a face about two inches square. It
was found necessary to provide a tight-fitting cylindrical shield 2"
high around the barrel of the meter behind the panel and earthed to
it, to eliminate feedback. It was made of Zinc flashing strip (not
steel or tinplate) which is available from most builder's hardware
stores. The seam was soldered and twisted meter leads taken in
through a hole drilled in the wall of the shield on the side of the
shield remote from the rest of the circuit. These leads are
"hot" and it may be well to use screened wire.
A 20 gauge hard aluminium dividing plate roughly Jin high by 9iin long
runs horizontally across the rear of the front panel about 4in from
the top edge and is mounted on a piece of ! in hard al umi ni um angle
bolted to the panel. Holes are drilled in this plate where necessary
to pass connections. It also carries an insulating panel of !in
sheet bakelite attached by further pieces of angle to the front
panel and to the dividing plate; this panel carries the ganged capacitor and must be dimensioned to suit the capacitor used. Its
mountings must be rigid and substantial, or there will be unwanted
backlash in the capacitor drive which will be most frustrating.
The buffer amplifier for the input attenuator is assembled on a
Veroboard panel about liin square, which is mounted on the dividing
plate close to the attenuator controls. If much work on high-powered
amplifiers is expected it would be worth while to enclose this
and the coarse and fine attenuators and the input socket in a
separate shield box bolted to the front panel for protection
against the amplifier's stray signal field, which may penetrate the
case and be picked up directly by the buffer stage.
The ganged capacitor will need some shielding from all other sections,
but shape and size will depend on the component used. In the
prototype a shield 2iin wide rising vertically from the front panel
between the gang mounting and the input attenuator and then bent
horizontally over the gang for 2in and clearing it by !in was found
sufficient.
The input attenuator switch Sl is a rotary single-deck switch of onepole eleven-way type but with its rotation limited to five positions.
The associated fixed resistors are then mounted either across the
switch from side to side for the shunt elements, or between adjacent
live contacts for the series making the whole assembly self-supporting.
The 4.7uF coupling capacitor CJ should be a tantalum type, for low
leakage. Earth the metal cover of the Fine Control potentiometer
with a separate connection.
The notch filter was assembled on a Sin x 2in piece of O. lin matrix
board and mounted by bolts and nuts on the dividing plate parallel
to it and alongside the ganged capacitor and Range Switch for short
connections. It should be spaced !in or less from the dividing plate
for good shielding and if tontact is feared a sheet of thin culluloid can
be used between them. The input connection is at the end nearest the
Function switch and output at the otQer. These connections, to
S2A and S2F respectively, are made with J11111 shielded and PVC covered
cable, with their shield coverings connected together at the switch
ends and thence by a co11111on insulated wire to the main earth point
at the input socket. All circuit sections are, in fact, provided each
with its own insulated earth wire and all are grounded only at the
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Fi_q 9: The author's suaaested layout for the
front panel of the distortion met~r. The
meter movement is a small TOOuA imported type.
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input socket.
The Range Switch is another single-deck type, of two-po 1e three-way
construction. The writer replaced the normal wafer assembly screws wi
two liin lengths of threaded rod with nuts, and on the ends of
these a two-way-tag-strip was mounted with more nuts, to provide the
two col!ITIOn terminations for the six range resistors, thus making
another complete sub-assembly mounted to the panel by a single nut.
Tinned-copper twisted 1oops are used on the matrix board for the
emitter and collector connections of Tr3 and the gate connection of
Tr4 and short stiff connections go from these to the frame of the
capacitor and to the conmon resistor terminations. The trimmer capacitors C6 and C7 must be freely accessible for initial balancing, also
potentiometers RV3 and RV4 for screwdriver adjustment. A twisted pair
of leads must be brought out from the matrix board for connection
to the ten-turn potentiometer RV2 which is connected as a variable
resistor. If a "Helipot" is used connect to its two rearmost tags,
ignoring the third one.
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The "ON-OFF" switch has to a double-pole type to control the two
separate batteries.
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Coming now to the other side of the dividing plate, the two halves of
the meter circuit are, as previously said, assembled on individual
small Verobaords n~unted on on each side of a shielding plate
measuring 5~ in x 2i in. This is mounted by 1ong machine screws and
nuts to the dividing plate with the input section next to it,
with about iin between the plates for good shieldin0. A further
shi e 1d p1ate measuring about 3i n x 2i in is then fitted over the output
section of the circuit by long screws to the first-mentioned
shield and separated from it by 5/Bths in., thus sandwiching the
complete meter circuit. The arrangement is roughly shown in Fig ll.
Input to section 1 and output from section 2 are arranged to be at the
ends nearest the Function Switch and panel meter respectively, and the
connections between sections at the other end, giving the shortest
exposed wiring. Use 3mm shielded cable for the connection from
S2F to meter circuit input, with braiding earthed.
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Twin shielded and PVC-covered cable forms the three connections between
the calibrated potentiometer RVS and S2E, S2F and earth. As
before, the earthy connection to the screening braid is insulated and
carried right back to the main ground point at the input socket. The
earth returns of R49 and RSO are also part of this system. R48
of 22k nominal resistance is mounted di re ct ly on the potentiometer
tags. Don't omit to ground any mttal cover on this potentiometer
to its earthy terminal.
SETTING UP . This process requires an audio oscillator of reasonable
waveform with an output controllable from 200 millivolts or more
to zero, and also an oscilloscope or, failing that, a sensitive
electronic voltmeter cabable for reading down to 100 millivolts
or less, with a high input resistance and a flat response over the
audio range. The oscilloscope is preferable, especially if it has a
"XlO" facility switch on its vertical attenuator and an accurate
graticule. Proceed as follows:
With an instrument temporarily in its shielded case to cut out noise
pick-up, set the fi.lter Coarse control (ganged capacitor) and
Fine control (RV2) to around mid-range, the Frequency range switch to
the 2-20kHz range, and the Function Switch to "Reject Fundamental".
The s 1i de rs of RV3 and RV4 should be at their earth ends. Set the
input attenuator contra ls Coarse and Fine, to 48dB and sero respectively (fully anticlockwise.)
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Switch on. The meter pointer will flick hard over several times
during a period of five to ten seconds as the various large
electrolytic capacitors gradually charge up to their terminal voltag
and pass through some unstable regions on the way, but thereafter the
needle should settle to a steady reading which should be fairly low
if the testing area is reasonably free from electrical interference.
An earth connection can be tried, but if it increases the meter read1
discard it.
If all is well so far, remove the cabinet and proceed to the final
adjustments. Set the controls as follows:-

!.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

ll.

Frequency range switch on 2 to 20kHz.
Filter Coarse control (capacitor) at 80 degrees, ie., around
2.5kHz.
Set input attenuator controls to zero attenuation, ie., fully
clockwise.
Connect audio oscillator to Input socket by plug and a shielded
cable long enough to allow about two feet separation between
the instruments.
Set oscillator to around 500Hz - not critical - and its output
control to give around 200 millivolts.
Switch on both instruments. The meter will go far beyond
full-scale reading during this process, but no hann will result.
Switch on oscilloscope and connect its vertical input to the
input of the notch filter (the corresponding lug on the
Function Switch S2A is convenient). With the 'scope attenuator
Switch on "Xl" adjust its fine attenuator control and, if
necessary, the oscillator output control to give a steady trace
of convenient height - say 3 or 4 divisions on the graticule.
Note this height.
Transfer the 'scope output to the output of the notch filter
(again a convenient point is the Function Switch, lug S2F) and
set the 'scope attenuator switch to "XlO".
Adjust RV3 to give the original height of trace, thus giving the
filter a gain of 10 times.
Re-set 'scope switch to "Xl". Now adjust RV4 until the trace
again returns to the original height; ie., feedback has
reduced the gain to unity which will now be the condition
for all hannonic frequencies, but not for the fundamental
ones which are being suppressed by the filter.
Return the 'scope to the filter , input and compare to ensure that
the signal amplitudes at input and output of the filter are
now i dent i cal.
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3.

Set C6 and Cl to about half the1 r range.
Set the input Coarse attenuator to 48d8 and the Fine attenuator
fully anti-clockwise. Set the Function Switch to "R~ject
Fundamental," the Frequency range switch to 200-2kHz and the
ganged capacitor to 15 degrees.
Switch on, allow a couple of minutes to settle down, and
note the meter reading which should be quite low, around
5 mic\Oamps. This is the internal (transistor) noise of the
52
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SHIELDING
PLATES

This completes the sensitivity/selectivity adjustments. The bridge
capacities must now be balanced, and as this requires, full sensitivity and an accurate null it is best if the trimmer capacitors
C6 and C7 are accessible with the instrument in its case but with
back removed. In a "noisy" location 1t may be necessary to switch off
all mains-operated equipment in the vicinity, including lighting
if this is of the fluorescent type. Proceed thus:

2.
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COMPONENTS

COMPONENTS

INPUT CIRCUIT

CHASSIS DIVIDING
PLATE

SOARD
FIG. 11

Fig 11 shows the
meter amplifier assembly.
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4.

instrument and is normal . (The batteries should be in
their final position inside the case for this operation.)
If all is well, set the audio oscillator frequency to 2kHz and
output to 200 millivolts roughly, and switch on. Advance
the input attenuator controls until a reading of half-scale
or more is seen on the meter. Now tune the variable capacitor
VC1/VC2 until a pronouned dip occurs, indicating an approach
to balance at that frequency. Increase the attenuator setting
to restore balance control RV2, when a further dip will
probably be seen.

Next set VC1/VC2 to around 10 degrees on its dial, ie., with plates
almost unmeshed, and re-tune the oscillator until the dip is
again seen. From this point on continue to adjust both Coarse and
Fine balance controls together (they will intereact a litt l e ) while
gradually increasing input until the best null is seen. It will
be found very sharp and a steady hand on the contra 1s is needed .
The Coarse input control will now probably be at OdB and the Fine
control fairly well advanced.
Now the final adjustment can be made by altering one of the tri11U11er
capacitors C6 or CJ while rocking the ganged capacitor around the nu ll
point with, if necessary, a touch on the Fine ba la nee until the
best possible null is obtained. This completes the process, and
ass'uming a 200 r.iillivolt input signal of about O. lpc distortion and
with zero attenuation, a meter reading somewhere in the upper half
of the scale should be seen, representing the total distortion in
that signal; a less pure input will give a higher reading and
require some attenuation .
Set the attenuator to bring the meter to the reference mark. Now
move the Function Switch to "Read Distortion" without touching
attenuator or oscillator. Adjust the calibrated potentiometer
RVS to again give the reference reading on the meter, and read the
distortion percentage from the scale of RVS.
A signal having more than 0.5pc distortion will require the Function
Switch to be moved to the "XlO" or even the "XlOO" setting. In
each case the distortion reading on the scale is to be multiplied
by that factor .
USE: High sens i ti vi ty requires that measurement of an unknown s igna 1
must be approached from the position of maximum input attenuation
gradually increasing the input until the first meter reading is seen .
At this point a rough null should be sougit on the Coarse control
(capacitor). The input is then slowly increased while following
up the null, which gets progressively sharper, on both Coarse and
Fine controls until no further improvement can be obtained. In
the course of such a measurement the meter pointer will frequently
go "off seal e" but no damage should result and the author's ins tru ment has never given trouble. The working conditions of the
associated transistors virtually preclude a damaging current
flow. However, if the constructor wishes to minimise this effect, it
can be improved though not eliminated by connecting an OA90
diode directly across the meter terminals with its cathode to the
negative terminal. The meter reactions are then more gentle,
but the sensitivity is r!!duced by some 20pc and linearity is
spoiled. The decision rests with the user, but the writer feels it
is hardly worthwhile.

only other points to watch are concerned with noise and stray
T~enal pick-up. A shielded input cable should always be used,
si9 wing two feet or more between the case of high-powered
all~ifiers. Watch also for stray AC fields from transformers and
amP cially from filter chokes, also for ra~iation '.ram TV sets and
espe oscilloscope timebases. In some locations radiated interference
fr:: the electric wiring c~n e~ter via t~e i~put, ~tis.useful ~o
fr e a duinmy input plug which is short-circuited; if noise ~ersits.
~~h this plugged in, it is either intern~lly generated or is g~ttrng
t the case shielding. An earth connection may be found beneficial,
pas even essential when using an oscilloscope together with the DY
~ter, but do ~ot as~ume it to be so without trying it - the
meter itself will quickly tell you.

"°'

w·th shorted input and a reasonably "quiet" loc~tion the selt'~nerated noise is not likely to exceed the equivalent of ~.Olpe
~istortion. For the purist, it seems reasonable, to add thi~ amount
to the indicated figure to arrive at the tru~ va~u~, b~t this
·s perhaps to split hairs in the case of a simplified instrument of
~his nature. In the prototype the noise approximates to O.OOBpc
distortion.
It is advisable to replace batteries before their v~l~age fal~s
20pc, and even new batteries must be watched for noisi~ess whic~
is far from uncommon in the small units sold for transistor radio
sets. If the meter needle begins to show er~atic fluctuations even
with the input socket shorted, suspect a noisy battery. And
beware of buying stale batteries, which can be use~ess for this
instrument even though showing normal voltage. It is best to buy only
from sources which have a large and rapid turnover of stock.
An approximate voltage analysis is given to help in trouble-shooting.
DISTORTION METER PARTS LIST
Sl
S2
S3
S4

1-pole 5-way switch.
6-po 1e 4-way switch .
2-pole 3-way switch.
Doub 1e-po le On-Off switch.
M DC mi croammeter, 0-100 mi croamps.
1 Slow-motion dial, 5 to 1 reduction or greater.
1 9V battery.
1 18V battery
Shielded case, knobs, phone socket and plug, bolts and nuts, etc.
Semi conductors
TRl 2N5245 SK3ll6.
TR2 RS276-2013 2N930
TR3 MPSA 14 2N5526
TR4 2N5245 SK3ll6
TRS 2N930 RS 276-2013
Resistors
Rl 320k lpc
R2,4,6,8,932k lpc
R3,S,7 418k lpc
R9 83Sk lpc
RlO 270k
Rll 8. 2k
Rl2 2.7k

Rl 3
Rl4
RlS
Rl6
Rl 7
Rl8
Rl 9

TR6-7-8-9 RS 276-2009 BClOgc
Dl 1S44
D2, D3, 1N914

24k
47k
470k
3.3k '
lOOohms
lSk
22k

R20 l.9k lpc
R21 lk lpc
R22 l 20k
R23 39k
R24, 27 16.8 Mlpc
R2S, 28 1.68 Mlpc
R26 ,29 l 68k l pc
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R30
R31
R32
R33
R34
R3S
R36

47k
820 ohms
8. 2k
l .Sk
l 2k
39 ohms
22k

R44
R4S
R46
R47
R48
R49
RSO

470k
l 2k l pc
10.Sk lpc
l.08k lpc
22k approx. {see text).
l .33k lpc
133 ohms l pc

R37
R38
R39
R40
R41
R42
R43

lk
22k
1. SM
lOk
220 ohms (see text).
47k
2.2M

RVl
RV2
RV3
RV4
RVS

SOOk 1i near Pot
SOO ohm 10-turn helical Pot. {Beckman "Helipot" type 7266.)
l OOk trimpot.
4. 7k Trimpot
2Sk linear wire-wound Pot.

Capacitors
Cl 0. 22 uF
C2 220 uF, 20V Wkg.
C3 4.7 Uf 16V Wkg, tantalum .
C4 220 uF 1OV Wkg
CS 22 Uf 20V Wkg
C6, 7 3/30 pF trimmer
CS O. luF
C9 S60 pF
ClO 47 uF 16V Wkg. tantalum.
Cll 4uF Bi-polar electrolytic.
Cl2 luF polyester.
Cl 3 2000 pF
Cl 4 22uF l 6V ~/kg. tantalum.
Cl5, 17, 250 uF lOV Wkg.
Cl6 0.01 uF ceramic.
Cl8, 19 22 ·uF lOV Wkg . tantalum
VCl, VC2, 10/400pF ganged air variable, or nearest .
C20 220 uF 20V Wkg.
FOR BEGINNERS: A SIMPLE TRF RECEIVER .
One of the most frequent requests we get is for information on simple am radio receivers and tuners for tile
broadcast band. These never seem to fall in popularity,
particularly among the younger readers. It is an up-toctate TRF set using a new "receiver-on-a-chip' 1 circuit,

and you can build it up in either of two versions.
This receiver must surely be one of the simplest projects
that we have published to date, despite the fact that
it uses ten "transistors." The secret of its simplicity
lies in the use of a new integrated circuit, the ZN414,
which is virtually a complete TRF receiver in itself.
However, before we begine to describe the constructional
details of our receiver, it may be as well to examine
a few historical facts regarding TRF receivers in
general.
Radio receivers employing the superheterodyne principle
have dominated the radio industry for the past 30
years. Prior to the superbet achieving complete acceptance, several other types of receiver designs enjoyed
varying degrees of popularity, the main alternatives
being the tuned radio frequency (TIU'), the reflex and
the super-regenerative designs.
S6

flex receivers were capable, with careful use, of
RetremelY good results. However, they were quite difficult
~x build and stabilise. As with any high gain device where
f~edback is encouraged, instability often resulted, making
the receiver unpredictable in use. The super-rege'nerative
receiver was even harder to build and operate correctly,
the basic design radiating interference over a wide area
if misused.
The TRF receiver was the design which enjoyed almost
absolute exclusivity in the early days of broadcasting.
It was reasonably sensitive, and was selective enough
to separate the few stations then operating. In addition,
it possessed four other advantages:
1.
2.
3.
4.

it was simple to build and operate;
it was economical;

no interference was generated in use- and
it was capable of excellent sound quality.

As the number of AM broadcasting stations increased,
both the reflex receiver and the TRF became less popular.
Furthermore, the technology existing at the time prevented
improvements to these receivers beyond a certain point.
The superhet, whilst not possessing many of the advantages of the other types of receiver, was the only design
capable of resolving the mass of new stations which
appeared during the 1930 ' s.
Many changes have occurred in the last twenty years
which hnve altered some of the design criteria for AM
receiver designs. The function of AM broadcasting has
altered quite markedly, the majority of people today
using an AM receiver solely to listen to four or five
major broadcasts. The average listener has no interest
in listening to distant stations or foreign broadcasts.
Th ese facts coupled with the advent of a new integrated
circuit manufacturing process known as "Collector Diffusion
Isolation," led engineers at Ferranti to re-think
the design requirements for an AM receiver, and to examine
the TRF receiver in more detail. The result was the ZN414,
a complete TRF radio tuner in a 3-pin transistor package,
th e chip occupying less than one thousandth of a square
•nch. This IC forms tile heart of our simple receiver.
Basically, the device is a ten transistor TRF tuner
giving an audio output suitable for driving any reasonably
sensitive amplit'ier. To obtain the high selectivity
needed in a TRF design, an extremely high input impedance
is provided. The radio frequency (RF) signal is amplified
successively, using four stages of high stability. These
are essential to ensure constant, reliable operation
over a wide range of operating conditions. The amplified
RF signal is then detected and used to derive automatic
&ain control action (AGC). Finally, the audio component
Of the detected waveform is fed through a low pass filter
to drive an external amplifier or crystal earpiece.
S7

>

If one elects to use the popular low impedance (hi-fi
type) headphones, this requires that an impedance matchi
device be used between the tuner and the headphones. Our
solution was to use a speaker transformer which has a
primary impedance of 5,000 ohms, a secondary impedance
of 15 ohms. Any similar speaker transformer would be
suitable. While a crystal type earpiece could be used,
the performance is nowhere near as good as that from the
low impedance "hi-fi" types.
Instead of a long wire aerial and an earth, this recieve
uses a ferrite rod aerial, enabling the set to be
used anywhere. Nothing is more annoying than having a
set tied to an aerial and earth, unless there is a good
reason for doing so. In parallel with the ferrite aeria l
is a tuning capacitor. A standard 10-415pF single section
type may be used. The alternative version of the set
uses a miniature plastic dielectric capacitor.
The lk resistor placed in series between the positive
supply rail of the l . 5V battery and the output of the
ZN414 is used to derive AGC action. It is not enough
to wind a high "Q" aerial coil and expect optimum performance automatically. If the AGC acti o n is incorrectly
set, stations will either occupy an inordinately large
bandwidth, or will not be received without undue noise .
In addition, the audio output may well reduce with incre
ing signal strength due to the RF gain of the ZN414 bei ng
too high , This causes clipping of the modulation waveform,
resulting in reduced output and high distortion.
In practice, we found that the receiver works well with
the AGC resistor fixed at lk . However, individual reade rs
may have to alter this value should the above symptoms
be experi e nced .
One of the characteristics of the TRF circuit is that,
even with a high "Q" tuning mechanism, a very strong
station will swamp the circuit. This condition will
result in poor selectivity and possible high distortion
levels . Rotation of the receiver to find a null is
the most effective way to solve this problem. Alternatively, the supply voltage may be reduced.
To keep the construction of this receive r as simple
as possible, keeping in mind our objective for a simple
be ginner's project, we initially elected to use the breadboard desing approach . The major components, with the
exception of the headphone socket and th e on/off switch,
were mounted on a piece of 5/Bths thick particle
board, the dimensions of which are 16 x 10.5cm. A
front panel was fashioned from a pie ce of scrap aluminium ,
and this accommodates the on/off switch and the headphone
socket, toge the r with th e dial and station identificatio ns.
Construction of the receiver may begin with the construction of the Ferrite aerial coil . Ferrit e rod is sold in
200mm lengths - and as we nee d only lOOmm, it must be
divided. The rod is cut in a similar manner to glass:
file a nick right around the circumference, then snap
it carefully by hand. Take care not to drop it, as ferrite
is brittle and will break easily.
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Wind a layer of insulation tape over the ferrite to
protect the enamelled wire, then anchor the wire (24
about 2 cm from one end (leave about lOcm wire over)
and close wind 60 turns onto the rod, making sure
that the turns are tight. Anchor the winding with
insulation tape, again leaving about 10 cm of wire for
connection to the tuning gang. No taps are required on
the coil.
The tuning capacitor is the first major item to be fitte~
on the board. It is mounted so that the centre of the
shaft is approximately 4.5cm from the right hand edge
of the board. To keep costs down, you may be able to
salvage a tuning gang from an old discarded radio.
However, it is probable that it will be physically
larger than the gang we have used (though it will
probably still have the same capacitance), and will
almost certainly be a double gang type. If so, the layout
that we have used will have to be modified somewhat to
ensure that all components will fit on the board.
If you do salvage a gang from an old set, make sure that
the plates of the gang do not touch anywhere over its
travel. This is best done using an ohmmeter. The fact
that the gang is a double section type is of no consequen~
(except in terms of size and physical layout) - simply
ignore one section, unless you aim to try listening on
frequencies down past the low end of the broadcast band.
The battery holder and transformer can now be mounted.
Note that other transformers may be more bulky than the
transformer we have used, in which case the transformer
will have to be mounted slightly to the left of its
present position. Make sure that you leave sufficient
space between the transformer and the front of the
board (at least 3.5cm) to enable to tagstrip to be
!!'Ounted.
The next logical step is to wire the tagstrip according
to the layout. This accommodates all the minor
components, including the ZN414 integrated circuit. The
tagstrip is then simply screwed to the hoard immediately
behind the front panel and adjacent to the tuning
capacitor.
Because some readers may experience difficulties in
obtaining conventional double-sided resistor tagboard,
we used a relatively new product - etched copper laminate
tagboard. This is similar to conventional tagboard, but
has etched copper pads instead of the usual rivetted
tags. All holes and dimensions of the printed board
version are exactly the same as with conventional
tagboard. Either type of tagboard can be used in the
construction of this receiver.
'IWo small brackets are used to mount the ferrite rod. These
were bent up out of a piece of scrap 22g aluminium. They
are screwed to the back of the board immediately behind
the battery holder and the transformer. The rod is held
in the brackets by two rubber grommets which are slid
onto either end of the rod. The distance between the
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mounting brackets should be approximately 9cm. However,
this is not critical as the gronunets can be moved along
the rod until they fit .
Having mounted all the major items, including the tagboard, all leads can now be cut to their correct length
and connected. First, connect the leads from the tagboard
to the tuning capacitor, then the flying leads from the
tuned winding to the same points. The battery, on/off
switch, transformer, and headphone socket can also be
connected at this time. Make sure that the leads to the
on/off switch are left long enough to enable these latter
two items to be mounted on the front panel .
The wiring of the headphone socket warrants special
mention where hi-fi stereo phones are to be used. It is
important that the socket be wired so that both phones
of the stereo headset receive the signal. To do this
(and also to present the maximum impedance to the output
transformer), the phones are wired in series . Simply
use the socket tags which connect to the tip and ring
of the plug, and ignore the tag which connects to the
main body of the plug.
With the wiring side of our simple TRF receiver now
completed, all that remains is the front panel . The pane l
used on the prototype was fashioned out of a piece
of 22g aluminium, the dimensions being 16 x 9.5cm.
Three holes need to be drilled in this front panel - one
for the tuning capacitor shaft, a second for the on/off
switch, and the third for the headphone socket. The holes
for the tuning capacitor shaft and the headphone socket
were drilled to 3/Bth inch, whilst a tin hole is used
for the on/off switch. All holes should be de-burred with
a large drill.
We used "Letraset" for all front panel marking and labelling, after which a fine coat of clear enamel was
applied to protect the surface. If desired, the front
panel can be dressed with a wire brush before labelling.
A simple plastic "handspan" dial was fitted to the tuning
capacitor shaft.
Having completed our breadboard version of the TRF
receiver, we began to examine the possibility of miniaturising the design layout. One obvious solution to the
problem of miniaturisation is the elimination of the bu lk
transformer, by using a high impedance crystal earpiece
together with the use of a miniature tuning capacitor
and a more compact loopstick. The use of a l.3V mercury
cell in place of the standard l.5V penlight battery
would also make for a more compact design, although at
an increase in cost.
We built up a second version of the set on a piece
of Veroboard with the objective of miniaturisating the
design as much as possible whilst retaining a neat and
easy-to-follow layout . The basic circuit for the miniature version is exactly the same as for the breadboard
version, except that the transformer and its associated
0 . 47uF coupling capacitor are eliminated; the output to
the crystal earphone is simply taken across the lk AOC
resistor.
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The aerial coil used in the miniature version also
diffe rs slightly from that used in the original breadboard design, It consists of 85 turns of 32SWG enamelled
wire, the ends being soldered directly to the board . A
small strip of insulation tape is used to further secure
tbe aerial rod on the board.

we managed

to fit all components, excepting the battery,
the e a rpiece and the on/off switch (if required), onto
a piece of Veroboard measuring just 6 x 5cm. No doubt
a more compact arrangement could be achieved by standing
resistors on end, etc. However, this is left to the ind~idual constructor, as ar a the cabine t mounting and
battery connection details.
Naturally, there is no need to adhere to the physical
layouts we have used . Howev e r, if you do decide to alter
the l a yout, certain design precautions should be
followe d to ensure stable, consistent ope ration . The most
impor tant of these are as follows:

1. the output decoupling capacitor should be soldered
as ne ar as possible to the output and earth leads
of the ZN414;
2. a ll leads should be ke pt as short as possibl e especi ally those in close proximity to the ZN414; and
3. the "earth" side of the tuning capacitor should be
connected to the junction of the O.OluF capacitor and
the lOOk resistor.
Whe th e r you decide to follow one of the layouts we have
use d or decide to design your own layout, little difficulty should be experie nr.e d in setting this simple little
rece iver into operation. We sugg est that the beg inner
sta rt with the breadboard version and progress to the
miniature version . In fact it would be a real challenge
to s e e just bow small you can make this ·r e ceive r.
You don't have to use it purely as a simple rece ive r,
eit he r. It would be just fine as a tuner for tape
reco rders, PA systems, and any other similar applications .
Wi th good sensitivity and fairly wide bandwidth, it can
give remarkably high quality reception when used within
a r e asonable distance from the stations .
In cidentally, there's no reason why you shouldn't adap\
the de sign to tune to other frequencies , as the ZN414
is de signed to operate normally over the range 150kHz
to 3MHz, which extends both well below and well above
the broadcast band, You may even be able to push
lndividual devices further still. There's plenty of
room for experiment.
All you will need to do to modify the design for different
fr equency ranges is to change the tuned circuit - the
aerial coil and the tuning capacitor. In most cll]l3es, the
Simplest approach will be to simply wind new co:i'.1s for
the aerial rod. To go down below the low frequency end
Of the broadcast band, wind on more turns than the figures
We gave earlier. This will take you down to the "long
Waves" area of the spectrum.
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On the other band if you wind the coil with fewer turns
than we have suggested, this will move your tuning
range up above the broadcast band, into the "shorter
waves" region. With little experimenting, you should
be able to listen in to radio amateurs on tbe 1800kHz
or "160 metre" amateur band, and perhaps also to shipto-shore and other marine band services in the region
above 2MHz.
Adapting the design to receive on different frequencies
is far easier than with either a superhet or a regenerati
set, as there is only one simple tun e d circuit to modify,
List of component parts.
Breadboard version
Semiconductors:
1 ZN414 IC (Ferranti)
Resistors:
1 lk
1 lOOk

LOUDNESS CONTROL
After building a S!ereo amplfi7r without a loudness -control, I decided
to design o~e a~d incorpora~e 1t 1n the new system. The circuit was
designed pr1mar1ly for use in a system where cheaper speakers are in use,
to compensate for the poorer bass and treble response of these speakers.
fl<>wever, it was found that it gave a pleasant sound in a better system
where the user wants to boost the bass.
The mid-frequencies gain has been reduced by 16dB, otherwise overloading
of the power amplifier or speakers could occur when the loudness control
is switched in. The circuit should theoretically be driven from a
low imped~nce source but it was found to operate satisfactorily from
a sourc7 impedance _of 25k ohms. If the output of the loudness control
is fed into a low impedance, cg may have to be increased in value If
the treble boost is not required, Cl, C2 and C3 may be omitted. The
Loudness control operates at a level of 250 to 500mV.
sass boost is achieved by the low-pass filters R3 R2 C4 R5 R4 CS
R7 R6 C6 and by high frequency negative feedback via R8 ca The
trebel boost is achieved by the high-pass filters Rl Cl, R:i C2 and R5 C3.

tW or !W 5%

R14
r--"""1-''INil-I~+ 20V

1.Sk

Capacitors:
1 O.OluF polyester or ceramic
1 O.luF polyester
1 0.47uF polyester
1 10-415pF single section tuning gang

C8
.0033

Miscellaneous:
1 piece of breadboard (16 x l0.5cm)
1 aluminium front panel (16 x 9.5cm)
1 lOcm length of 3/Sth inch ferrite rod.
1 speaker transformer5k to 15 ohms, Eagle or Tandy RS2731380.
1 stereo headphone socket
1 on/off switch
1 6-lug section of tagstrip (see text)
2 rubber grommets
24 SWG enamelled copper wire
Thin hookup wire
1. 5V battery
"Letraset" for marking front panel
1 handspan plastic dial
Screws, solder, scrap aluminium for brackets, etc.

1 kit or parts comprising ZN414 IC, length of ferrite
rod, 32SWG enamelled wire, miniature tuning gang, 1 x lk
tW resistor, 1 x lOOk tW resistor, 1 x ,OluF capacitor,
1 x .OluF capacitor.
1
1
1
1

miniature crystal earpiene (plus socket if required)
1. 5V battery
piece Veroboard 0.2in pitch, 6 x 5 cm
on/off switch. Thin hookup wire.
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R11
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SWEET AND LOW
MOODLIGHTING WITH A VARILIGHT
Do you still turn on the lights in your dining room,
living room or any other room with a simple on/off switch?
You canot vary tbe brilliance? Now's the time to get
with it and build the Varilight Mk 2.
Back in the days of gaslight, people could vary the brigh
ness of their lights at will. Now, in more modern times,
it is only recently that we have been able to do the
same with electric light. After all, why should you always
use the lights at the same brilliance. Bright lights are
fine if you're having a bath, cooking or reading or performing any other activity where the keenest of vision
is an advantage.
But there are many times where the maximum brilliance of
the lights is not required: such as at parties, dining,
watching television, listening to music, etc. There are
in fact any number of domestic light dimming applications,
both for wall-mounted dimmers and for dimmers incorporated
into table lamps.
Varilight Mk 1 was our first wall-mounting light dimmer,
Since then light dimmers have become an accepted appliance
in the modern borne and there are now several different
brands and models available from electrical retailers.
Typical brand name light dil!Uners often suffer from two
problems. The first is a high level of interference to
radio reception, which can be very severe in outer metropolitan and rural areas. The second is known as "snap-on"
whereby the dimmer control has to be turned through
30 to 40% of its rota"ion before the lamp begins to glow.
At this initial setting the lamp will be quite bright .
The light can be reduced by rotating the control
in the opposite direction but at the lower setting a
momentary drop in mains voltage may extinguish the lamp.
Our new Varilight Mk 2 has considerably reduced RF interference and "snap-on" effects compared with most
brand - name dil!Uners, and it is more flexible in its applic•
ation. In addition, it actually bas less components than
its predecessor.
A typical light dimmer circuit uses a phastJ-controlled
Triac fired by symmetrical breakdown device such as a
neon lamp, diac or silicon bilateral switch . All of
these trigger devices are characterised by a very bigh
impedance in botb directions until the voltage across them
exceeds a certain value. When this happens the device
"breaks over" and becomes a negative resistance.
For a neon lamp, "he breakdown voltage is typically in
the region of 60 to 80 volts; for a diac, 25 to 40 volts;
for an SBS, 6 10 volts. The diac is the mos" commonly
used Triac triggering device.
A feature of our new Varilight dimmer is a new type of
breakover device, the asynunetrical AC trigger, made
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At top is the rear view of the dimmer assembled on e ClipsaJ switchplate. Below is the
corresponding wiring diagram. Check your wiring against the circuit.
LI

A-@--/.--.....---...J=151f'==\--__,
A2
.047
630V

•
I.BM

40669.
SCl410
G

0.22
IOOV

• ADJUST FOR MINIMUM BRILLIANCE
Ll : 22 B&S EN CU WIRE CLOSEWOUNO ON
2.. LENGTH OF 3 1 8.. DIA. FERRITE ROD

VARILIGHT MK. 2
Use of sn ST4 allows simple circuit. Interference suppression is included.
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by General Electric and designated ST4. It is available
in a two-lead T0-98 plastic encapsulation.
This device
are present
devices and
how it does
in a single
in Fig. 1.

~ ~1::1.1~::i
--.~
e·~-~-~
=s .... ~CJ

greatly reduces the snap-on effects that
in light dimmers using symmetrical trigger
single time-constant RC circuits. To explain
this let us first look at how "snap-on" occurs
RC -time-constant Triac/diac circuit, as shown

u
~·!'II·!
~:~-s~
u .! ~
·!!

Fig. 2 shows two voltage curves, superimpose d but not
drawn to scale. The large sine waveform represents the
240V mains supply. The smaller wave form shows the
voltage across the capacitor in Figl.

"'i::ci

Thus, the initial level of brilliance obtained when
rotating the dimmer control up from zero tends to be relatively high instead of a very low level. Once the diac
has begun firing the brilliance can be reduced by winding
back the control. But if the mains voltage drops momentarily due to an additional load, the lamp will be extinguished. Inconvenient, to say the least!
This "suap-on" effect can be reduced by adding three components to give a second RC time-constant to the circuit.
However the second capacitor is usually a good deal
more bulky than the first, due to its higher voltage
rating.
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Much the same improvement can be had, wihtoutextra components, by using the asyn~etrical device, ST4. Typically,
this has a breakover voltage, Vsl, in one direction of 16
volts and Vs2, in the other direction of 8 volts. Additionally, its forward voltage (after breakdown) in the Vsl
direction is about 8 volts while that in the Vs2 direction
is about 1.5 volts. These latter voltages are referred
to as Vfl and Vf2.
Now consider the circuit in Fig. 1 again but using the
ST4 instead of a Diac. Now, when the variable
resistor is reduced to the point where the ST4 initially
fires, the "breakover" is from Vs2 (the lower breakover
voltage) to Vf2, as shown at the first trigger point
in Fig. 3. But now, instead of charging an equal amount
in the opposite direction in the next half-cycle, the
capacitor must char:ge to a higher voltage, Vsl, before
the ST4 will fire. This means that the firing point in

~

Q.
QI '

~~()lb
() .Q
lb "l; -q:
.Q
Cs

Initially, consider the variable resistor set at maximum so that the diac is not firing. In this case, the
capacitor voltage is a sine waveform lagging the major
waveform. If the variable resistor is reduced in value
we will eventually reach the point where the diac fires
for the first time, at the end of an AC half-cycle.
Immediately the diac fires the capacitor voltage is
reduced from + Vbo by perhaps 8 volts. This means that
when the next half cycle begins, the capacitor will
charge to - Vbo sooner than if the diac had not fired.
So, the second and succeeding diac trigger points will
be sooner than desired.

t!: ...
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the first two half.cycles is roughly the same. (The ST4
will always fire initially at the lower breakover voltage .)

Distortion: Less than 0.3% at 21 watts into 8 ohms at lkHz; at lower
power within range lOOHz to lOkHz typically less than 0.2%.

One the second firing of ST4, the capacitor voltage is
discharged to Vf l instead of -Vf2 so that when it is
charged to Vs2 it undergoes the same voltage change
as it did in the preceding half-cycle. This means that
the firing point in the third half-cycle is the same as
it was in the first half-cycle. This train of events
is continuously repeated with the capacitor diac
voltages alternately shifting to maintain the same
firing point in each half cycle. Thus, "snap-on" is
greatly reduced.

Frequency response at 1 watt: + 2dB from 20Hz to 20kHz.

The astute reader will no doubt comment: Aha! surely
the fact that the ST4 has an asymmetrical breakover
voltage will mean that the Triac will deliver uneven
amounts of power to the lamp during each half-cycle and
this will cause visible flicker! And he is right. There
is noticeable flicker at lower settings with lower
power lamps, but it is not nearly as pronounced as
when half-wave rectified AC is applied to an incandescent
lamp. At high power levels, the ST4 still fires unevenly
but the effect is so small that it is undetectable.
Refer now to the complete circuit diagram. The lM potentiometer connected as a variable resistor and the 0.22uF
capacitor form the basic RC time-constant circuit.
The l.BM resistor in parellel with the potentiometer
sets the minimum brilliance of the lamp(s) when the
di11m1er control is fully anticlockwise. It eliminates
the "dead band" of rotation before the lamp initially
lights, and ensures that when the dimmer is switched on
there is always some light in the room.
The lOk resistor in series with the potentiometer
protects the potentiometer track from excessive
dissipation when it is set for high levels of
brilliance. It also provides current limiting for the
ST4 under tne same conditions.
Ll and the 0.047uf capacitor remain to be discussed .
These form a simple low-pass LC filter which ' prevents
the switching transients of the Triac being radiated
by the mains supply leads, As such, it considerably
reduces the mount of RF interference produced. Similar
RF interference suppression components should really
be considered mandatory in all phase-control led Tri ac
circuits.
LOW COST AMPLIFIER FOR ELECTRIC GUITARS
A compact unit with 21 watts continuous output ca pa bi l i ty, very
suitable for either practice work or for use in small halls. The
circuitry is fully solid state, using a modern power IC, and
veroboards are used to simplify assembly.
Specifications
Power: 21 watts continuous into an 8-ohm load; 13 watts continuous
into a 16 ohm load.
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Tone control: :!: lBdB at lOHz; :!: 17dB at SOHz.
Sensitivity: 20mV(LOW) or llOmV (HIGH) for 21 watts into 8 ohm
loads.
Signal-to-noise ratio:

Better than 56dB for both inputs.

Guitar amplifiers range in power form very compact "practice" units
incorporating a sm~ll loudspeaker with only a few watts drive, up
to very large models with price tags in the four-figure range and
ratings of several hundred watts. In between these extremes there
is a vast area of confusion where the would-be guitarist often
tends to muddle along with an amplifier which does not really suit
his purpose.
Most guitarists appear to need only a compact amplifier for playing
and practising at home and ideally, it will have an extra reserve of
power to be used at parties and dances in small halls. To this end,
they do not need an amp 1ifi er with a hundred watts output, al though
it is surprising just how many think they do. An amplifier with
10 to 20 watts will be more than adequate for many situations.
Our experience
supports these
amplifier with
Playmaster 103
We believe the
counterpart of
system.

with the Playmaster 102 and 103 guitar amplifiers
cone l us ions. The Pl aymas ter 102 was a va 1ve
an output of 12 watts yet it was very popular. The
had an extra reverb channel of similar power output.
guitarist of today has not changed greatly from his
ten years ago in the uses he can find •for a modest

We had these thoughts in mind when we developed the 20W PA amplifier.
Continuous power output is 21 watts into 8 ohms and 13 watts into
a 16 ohm load . Hannonic distortion at lKHz for 21 watts is less
than 0.3%, while at lower powers it is typically less than 0.1%.
For those guitarists who like to parry with figures, its "music
power" is of the order of 30 watts into 8 ohms, depending on which
method is used to measure it. Similarly, the "peak music power" can
be quoted, if you so wish, as 6 watts. These figures are quoted, not
because they have any special meaning but so that guitarists can
relate them to other amplifiers.
Since the amplifier is intended for use at practice sessions, a
headphone socket has been fitted on the rear panel. This is
suitable for conventional stereo headphones of high or low impedance
and enables the guitarist to play without disturbing anyone.
Lest we are swamped with correspondence asking how to fit headphone
sockets to existing units, we warn readers that many guitar
amplifiers are just not quiet enough to enable headphones to
be successfully used. The unit presented there had no problems in
this respect - it is very quiet, at all gain settings.
As with the PA amplifier referred to above, the heart of the unit
is the 20 watt thick film hybrid IC, type TA 208, (STC.) Some readers
w111 perhaps remark that we sould have used the higher powered unit,
TA25B. There are two reasons why we did not.
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First we believe the slightly increased power capability does not
justify the extra cost. It would not be audible, anyway. Second, the
power transfonner used, a reasonably economical "off the shelf"
unit, will not deliver the extra power. If we had specified a
transformer with ratings to suit the TA 258, its cost could be as
much as 501\ more. As it is, the transformer specified is ideally
suited to the TA 208.
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Two jack sockets are p_rovided to accept inputs from guitars. Sens itiviti es are 20mV and llOmV respectively for full power. The less
sensitive input can be used for bass guitar or guitars which nave
more than usual signal output. Use of the less sensitive input
prevents overloading of the preamplifier stage. Input impedance is
approximately lOOk for the LOW input and 47K for the HIGH input
{less s2nsitive).
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Tone controls for a guitar amplifier usually prov·ide more bass and
treble boost and cut than is normal tiith "high fidelity" amplifiers.
This is to allow the guitarist more flexibility in setting the tone
of his instrument. Accordinqly, the tone controls on this unit
provide:!: l7d8 at 50Hz and! Hld8 at lOkHz.
Frequency response for both inputs is ± 2d8 from 20Hz to 20kHz, with
the tone controls set for a flat response. Signal to noise ratio
for both inputs is better than 56d8 with respect to 20 watts. This
measurement is taken, with the inputs unloaded, ie, open-circuit, and
the figure is unweighted which means that it refers to wideband nois'e.
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This last feature is very important since it means that the amplifier
develops maximum power without distortion. (If the DC voltage at the
output of this type of amplifier is not set correctly to suit the
supply voltage, the output s i gna 1 cannot make the maximum synmetri cal
"swing" and consequently the power available before overload is redu
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Let us now discuss the internal circuitry of the TA 208 integrated
circuit. This is based on the conventional "quasi-complementary"
class B configuration but it has several interesting features.
First of these is the differential amplifier stage consisting of
Trl and Tr2. Besides contributing to high "open-loop" gain (ie.,
gain without negative feedback applied) it increases the ripple rejection of the amplifier. This is just another way of saying it
reduces the hum in the output. A resistor from the output to the base
of the Tr2 provides 100'.t DC feedback to ensure stability of the
"half-supply" voltage at the output. This ensures syr.metrical
clipping of the output signal at the onset of overload, regardless
of supply variations.
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Although perhaps desirable, electronic short-circuit protection has
not been provided. The amplifier will withstand short-circuits of
a brief duration without damage - the fuse is bl own. However pro 1onged
overloads, such as using the amplifier with a loudspeaker of too lOI<
an impedance wi 11 cause pennanent damge. Do not use 1oudspeakers of
less than 8 ohms impedance, therefore.
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A problem which often plagues the users of guitar amplifiers
is RF breakthrough from mobi le radios in taxis, radar broadcast and
short•1ave stations. We have taken extensive precautions to avoid the
problem. The amplifier is also relatively insensitive to mains-borne
interference such as conmuta tor hash from food mixers and other
universal motors, c 1 i cks and pops from switched inductive 1oads
such as refrigerators and fluorescent lamps.
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Tr3 provides further voltage amp 1i fi ca ti on and acts as the c 1ass-A
driver stage for the output driver transistors Tr6 and Tr7. Phasesplitting for the NPN output transistors takes place in the driver
transistors.

•

A diode in series with the emitter of Tr7 improves the symmetry of
the quasi-complementary output stage and greatly reduces the harmonic
distortion at low power levels.
As with all class-B amplifiers intended for high quality sound
reproduction, the output stage transistors are slightly forward
biased. The small current resulting is called the quiescent or
"no-signal" current and it provides a smooth transition between the
conduction of one of the output transistors to the "cut-off" of the
other. The quiescent current in this amplifier is set by the voltage
drop across the Darlington transistor consisting of Tr4 and TrS.
Normally, the quiescent current should be about 30mA, and certainly
no more than SOmA.
Boot strapping (ie., positive feedback) is applied from the output
to the input of Tr6 via a 47uF/25VW capacitor. This ensures that the
full voltage swing is available at the output and enables more linear
operation of the class-A driver stage, Tr3.
Voltage gain of the amplifier is set by the ratio of the internal
resistor from pin 2 to the base of Tr2 to the lk external resistor
at pin 7. The low frequency cut-off characteristic is determined by
the time constant of the lk resistor and its associated 47uF capacitor.
As it stands, typical voltage gain of the amplifier is 30 times, for
all load impedances. Input impedance is approximately 20k.
All the amplifier external component;, apart from the 2200uF output
coupling capacitor are mounted on a printed board measuring 31 x 4
inches. Besides the components already mentioned there are two supply
decoupling capacitors, 47uF and 220uF and an RF supply bypass capacitor,
O.luF. The latter capacitor is mounted on the underside of the board
directly between pins l and 3 of the TA 20B.
The rest of the components on the board
capacitor, the 470 ohm resistor feeding
Zobel stabilising network consisting of
.047uF capacitor in series, and also an
a 10 ohm resistor.

are the 0. 33uF input coupling
the headphone socket, a
a 4.7 ohm resistor and
RF choke Ll in parallel with

TA20B

the power amplifier
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These last four components ensure that the amplifier is stable with
reactive loads, both inductive and capacitive. Thus the amplifier is
completely stable, with an capacitance up to luF shunting the load.
Driving the power amplifier is a three-transistor circuit which provides the necessary signal amplification and the variable tone control
facility.
Two NPN transistors make up the direct coupled preamplifier circuit
which has a voltage gain of approximately 22 times. This is set by
the ratio of the 33k resistor to the l .Sk resistor. Bias for the
input transistor is derived from the junction of the 330 and 270
resistors. Notice that there are two DC feedback networks in the
circuit, one the bias network and the other the 33k resistor to
the emitter of the input transistor. These networks interact so that
if one is changed so must the other.
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SOCKET

A lOOpF capac tor shunting the 33k resistor increases the negative
feedback at h gh frequencies and thus rolls off the response
above the aud b1e range to assure 1ow RF sens iti vi ty.

the chassis with the same screws that hold the IC in place.
silicone jelly should be lightly smeared over the back of the IC
to improve thermal contact.

In addition to rolling off the response at high frequencies, there
is an RF attenuation network in the input circuit consisting of a
series lOk capacitor and shunt lOOpF capac~tor. This ~revents_
strong RF signals entering the base o'. the. input tr~ns1~tor l'_lhich can
"detect" them due to the basic non-linearities of its Junctions. If
the signal is detected it b~comes audi~le. (This is why an amplifier
can sometimes reproduce taxi conversations.)

Assembly of the preamp 1i fi er contra 1 board is straightforward.
Note that the shield for the HIGH input cable is not connected
to the board but is connected at the socket end.
Note a 1so that the amp 1i fi er circuitry is earthed only at the
LOW input socket. Addi ti ona 1 earth points acywhere e 1se on the chassis
will cause high hum levels and perhaps instability. The power amplifier circuit is earthed via the volume control and associated
shielded cables.

Following the preamplifier stage is the active tone control stage
using a single NPN transistor. This stage has a gain of 1 at midfrequencies, with tone controls set for flat response.

Both sides of the mains are switched using a DPST switch. The transformer primary leads are terminated directly to the switch, as
are the 1eads for the neon pilot. The switch used in the prototype
was actually a DPDT type with one half unused.
The mains cord should be passed through a grommetted hole in the
rear of the chassis and anchored by a clamp. This can be secured
by one of the screws which hold the 8-1 ug tags trip. The active
leads should be taken to a terminal block, thence to the off-on
switch.

All the preamplfier and tone control circ~itry, with the ex~eption
of the potentiometers, is mounted on a printed board measuring
4' x 2i inches.
The power supply for the amplifier is simplicity itself. '.he POl'_ler
transformer has two 32 volt windings which are co~n~cted in. sei:-ies
to give 64 volts centre-tapped. A full-w~ve recti'.ier consist~ng
of two 200 PIV/1 amp silicon diodes supplies the filter/resevoir
capacitor.
A l.5amp fuse connected in series.with the centre-tap connection
provides protection for the amplfier and ~ower supply components
against short circuit loads and over loading.
Construction: The amplifier is assembled in a chassis with
overall dimensions of -103 x 3! x Bi inches (257 x 83 x 213mm)
First componen"t to be mounted is the power transformer. After this,
tne 2200uF can-type capacitors, fuse ho 1der and sockets on the rear
panel can be installed. Cut the potentiometer shafts to length (about
i inch) and mount them together with the input sockets and power
switch.
Note that the front panel components will have to be rem?ved when
the escutcheom panel is mounted. This should be left until the
amplifier is complete and tested to avoid marks ~nd scratches. For
the same reason, the neon pilot lamp is left until last.
The power amplifier board ~an now be assembled. ~11 the passive
components with the exception of the O. luF capacitor should be
installed first. The RF choke L1 consists of 20 turns of 22 SWG
enamelled copper wire on a 1 inch long section of l inch diameter
ferrite rod. Remember that if a ferrite rod has to be cut to length,
it may be done by filing a nick around the circumference at the
required point and snapping as if it were glass.

!O

The integrated circuit pins are soldered direct
the edge of
the printed board. The ten pins are bent up at ·right-angles at the
point where they taper suddenly. The board .assembly can th~n be
installed. It is supported by two screws and nuts so th~t ~t has
l inch clearance from the chassis. The integrated circuit is secured
to the rear of the chassis by two 'screws.
If the screws are over-tightened, the chassis rear will become
warped, and if this occurs it will not make goo.d thermal conta~t
with the metal backing of the integrated circuit. To avoid this,
an L-shaped reinforcing piece should be secured to the rear of
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Having assembled the amplifier, the unit can be switched on, with
the supply 1ead to the amp 1i fier disconnected. If the DC voltage
across the 2200uf capacitor is more than 50 vol ts, the 256 volt
tap in the transformer should be used instead of the 240V connection.
When this is done the supply may be connected to the amp 1i fi er.
Current drain with no signal should be between 20 and 50 milliamps.
If it is substantially more than this, the unit is probably
oscillating supersonically. Switch off and check that your wiring
is exactly the same as in the wiring diagram.
The voltage across the 2200uF output coupling capacitor should be
within 1 volt of half the supply voltage, ie., if the supply is
48V the vo 1tage across the capacitor shou 1d be between 23 and 25
vol ts.
Note that the 2200uF capacitor has a SOV rating. Capacitors with
lower voltage ratings should not be substituted as they do not
have sufficient AC current rating.
The pilot light is a neon assembly containing a limiting resistor,
and is connected directly across the mains. The leads to it should
be tw'sted and arranged as shown in the photograph and wiring diagram.
In add'tion, a tinplate shield is arranged over the pilot assembly
to stop hum radiation.
With the amplifier complete all that remains is to connect it to a
Sui tab 1e 1oudspeaker sys tern. Many readers will have 8 to 12 inch
loudspeakers which can be pressed into service but they should
be installed in an effective cabinet.
Parts list.
l
l
l
1
2

chassis, 103 x Si x 3! inches, with cover.
reinforcing angle piece {see text)
neon pilot shield {see diagram)
power transformer, 64V centre tapped, at 2A AC.
microphone jack sockets, lOOmm non-shorting type
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1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
4

stereo headphone socket
2-pin loudspeaker socket
fuseholder and 1.5 amp fuse
knobs
front pane 1
neon pilot lamp assembly (with limiting resistor)
miniature 240VAC OPST switch
8-lug tagstrip
mains cord clamp
rubber feet

Semiconductors:
2 EM402 RS 276-1102 RS 276-1137 or BYl 26/ 200 s i1 icon di odes
3 BC 108, BC 148, 2N3565 or RS 276-2009 silicon NPN transistors.
1 Ta 20B power amplifier IC (STC)
Capacitors:
2 x 2200uF/50VW electroly~ic
1 x 220uF/50VW electrolyt~c
1 x 100uF/25VW electroly~ic
1 x 47uF/50VW electrolyt~c
2 x 47uF/25VW electrolyt~c
1 x 100uF/6VW electrolytic
1 x 0 47/lOOVW metallised polyester
1 x 0 · 33 uF/lOOVW metallised polyester
2 x 0 : 22 uF/lOOVW metallised polyester
1 x O. luF{lOOVW polyester
1 x 0.047uF/ polyester
2 x .0068uF/lOOVW polyester or polystyrene
1 x .0015uF/100VW polyester or.polystyrene
2 x lOOpF polystyrene or ceramic
Res is tors:
(all 10% tolerance, i watt)
x lSOk, 1 x l20k, 1 x 47k, 1 x 33k,
l x 2.2M , 1 x 68k, 1 x 470k, 1
2 x 27k 2 x lOk' 1 x 5. 6k.
1 x 270 •ohms• 1 x 10 ohms' 1 x 4. 7 ohms. 1 x 330 ohms
1 x 22 k, 3 x l.Sk, 1 x lk, 1 x 470 ohms,
2 x 500k (lin) potentiometers
1 x 50k (log) potentiometer
Mi see 11 aneous:
Mains cord and plug, shielded cable, hook-up wire, ferrite rod,
screws' nuts' 1ockwashers • so 1der.

~~~~~ ~~!~sj~~ ~~;t~~~t~~~~~~sc~~~o~!~~~i~~~hv~~~~~~ ~~;1~~~ ~~~
enerall be used, providing they are physical ~ compa l
·
tomponenis with lower ratings may also be used in some cases,
pro~iding the ratings are not exceeded.

TWENTY-FOUR HOUR UNIVERSAL CLOCK

Here is a truly universal clock Suitable for use anywhere in
ihe world, it indicates local time, GMT, and the time in
major world centre$. The scales will also make a handy calculator to convert local time to GMT, to other world centres,
or vice versa.
To most people, no matter what their occupation or hobby, the
question of time at remote parts of the world is sooner or later raised.
The question may be the result of watching a telecast of an overseas
event, listening to a short-wave radio programme, or merely wondering what time one should telephone a person overseas. And shortwave listeners and amateur radio operators have a special interest in
tinle at different parts of the world.
As far as the latter are concerned Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) presents the best solution to the problem. This is a universal time system
based on the 01 meridian passing through Greenwich (London). It is
used by virtually aJJ international broadcasting systems, commercial
communication channels, or amateurs wishing to make schedules on
an international basis. The advantage of GMT is that it is recognised
world wide and therefore avoids the need to make in di vi du al time
calculations for individual countries. It also avoids the complications
created by various "daylight saving", "summertime" or even "double
summertime" systems employed in some localities.
Greenwich Mean Time is presented as a 24-hour cycle, rather than the
more common 12-hour cycle used by conventional clocks. The 24-hour
system expresses the time as four figures, two for the hours and two
for the minutes. The cycle commences at midnight, which is designated
as either 0000 or 2400. One hour after midnight is 0100 (spoken as
"oh one hundred hours"). One hour thirty minutes after midnight is
0130 ("oh one thirty hours") and so on to 2359 ("twenty-three fifty.
nine") at one minute to midnight the following day.
Tiie 24-hour clock need not be confined to GMT. It is often used to
i:.xpress local time, for example by the armed services, and by amateur
organisations when designating times for contests, important schedules,
and so on.
Since a clock such as this does not appear to be available on the market
(if it is it is certainly a well-kept secret) the problem is how to convert
a standard clock to read on a 24-hour basis. This article discu~ses the
means by which this can be done and presents a dial scale which can be
used on the clock or separately as a hand-operated international time
converter.
Having discussed the need for a GMT clock the first question is how to
ronvi.:rt a standard electric clock movement so that the "hour" hand
frl~kes or.e sweep every 24 hours. One obvious way would be to modify the gearing. This may be easy enough for tlie hobbyist who possesses
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. ment • but most people do not have the metalthe necessary equip
working facilities.
The neKt approach would be to drive the clock ~th a 25H:os~i:ely
which could be ~ynchronised with ~hei~s~~ids~J~ that all the
advantage of mai.~ freque~~alsj~~e::i ·This could cause confusion as
clock hands.wou move a
ands ar~ concerned and these might
~ar :~~ ~fr~fft~t~:e s~l~~d:as calibrated with 15-minute graduations
e? should be ~cceptable, as the time span of most short-wave.prog-

1

~~mes is inh~fl~ples 1~f~~t~:ill~i~~~et~~~ ~;~wu~~~x~~Fnu~~er
~~e~i~~~~r past -th~u~~ur one could always refer to a normal clock
or wrist watch.

There are several approaches to obtaining a 25Hz supply at sufficient
voltage to drive a normal electric clock movement. One approach which
we tried was to use two transistors in a "gated R-S flip-flop" to drive a
centre-tapped heater transformer in a "push-pull" mode.
Theoretically, the flip-flop would provide an exact 25Hz, synchronised
with the mains and the heater transformer would have an output of
approximately 240 volts from the appropriate winding. However, the
combination of a transformer resonance at around SOHz and the
presence of switching "spikes" forced the flip-flop to function as a
free-running multivibrator with an output of about 48Hz.
The spikes could be eliminated by the use of diodes in appropriate
sections of the circuit or rendered harmless by the use of transistors
with higher voltage ratings. We could see, however, that by the time
we had the flip-flop running reliably, and provided the necessary low
voltage power supply and "shaping" for the SOHz trigger pulses, that
this was not the most economical approach. The two transistors
(AC128s) were running close to their ratings and the provision of
pulse "shaping" would require an additional transistor or perhaps an
JC. For similar reasons, we decided against a transistor multivibrator
synchronised with the mains. The basic circuit shown here indicates
the number and type of components likely to be needed.
The other approach was to use a 6WG8 connected as a multivibrator.
This appealed as being more economical and, in addition, most of the
components could be found in the spare parts "hoard" of most hobby·
ists.
Referring to the circuit it will be seen that the triode and pentode sections of the 6GW8 are cross-coupled to form a conventional multivibrator. The pentode section itself is triode connected (screen to
plate) and has as its AC load the clock motor. The DC circuit is provided by an iron-cored choke. This choke must present a very high
impedance at 25Hz, relative to the motor's impedance, otherwise
there will be considerable losses in the choke. For this reason an ordinary filter choke may not have sufficient inductance.
We used the primary winding of an old audio output transformer. Any
audio output transformer would do provided it had a fairly large coreto avoid saturation. A typical medium-sized transformer would have a
primary inductance of around 30 henries and a DC resistance of about
500 ohms. The secondary winding is left unconnected.
The multivibrator is arranged to have a "free-running" frequency close
to, but below, 25Hz. It can then be synchronised with the mains
supply. The components having the main effect on the frequency are
the O.luF capacitor from the pentode plate to the grid of the triode
(via a 220K resistor) and the associated lOOK resistor and SOOK potentiometer. The mark/space ratio of the rectangular platform is determined mainly by the 0.47uF capacitor from the plate of the triode to
the grid of the pentode and its associated 1M resistor. Synchronising
IS discussed in greater detail later in the article.
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The power transformer may be any full wave rectifier type with a
secondary voltage ranging from 225-0-225 volts at 285-0-285 at a
nominai 40mA. If a valve rectifier was usec\ the latter secondary
voltage would be the minimum. We used silicon diodes with an inverse
voltage rating of 800 volts. The actual DC supply may be from 320 to
400 volts. The DC current drawn by the prototype was around SOmA..
A 6.3Y winding is needed to operate the 6GW8 heater.
Titls heater also provides the synchr~nising vol.tage to lock. th~ 25Hz
multivibrator action to the SOHz mains. One side of the wmding connects to chassis in the usual way, while a pair of 4 70 ohm resistors are
connected across the winding forming a voltage divider. From the centie
of this divider, voltage is applied to the grid of triode via the SOOK pot
and the lOOK and 220 K resistors.

The purpo~ of the 220K resistor in the grid circuit of the triode is to
JiJ!lit the gnd current when the grid swings positive. Without this precaution two undesirable effects can occur: due to the large voltage
swing at the pentode plate the triode may draw sufficient current to
exceed its r~tin~s ~d damage.itself and, equally important, the pen·
tode plate cucUlt will be heavily loaded, or damped and the circuit
will not function efficiently.
'
At this stage readers may think that this is a very straightforward
arrang.'lment-virtuallr foolproof. However, there is still a problem.
Whe~ the pentode_ switches out of conduction the collapsing magnetic
flux m the choke mduces a very lar~e voltage spike at the pentode
plate. The amplitude of the "spike' was over 3,000 volts, with a 320
volt supply. (It can be said that: Y=L (di/dt) is true here!) While this
is a tribute to the "Q" of the choke, the valve· and valve socket found
the strain too much and had to be consigned to the rubbish bin.
1:1ie spike can be very effectively eliminated by connecting a power
diorle from the pen to de plate to the supply, in series with a suitable
resistor, as shown in circuit diagram. In normal operation the diode
will ~ ~everse_ biased by the voltage across the choke. The appearance
ofpoSJtlve (with respect to the supply) voltage spikes at the plate will
cause the diode to conduct and thus "chop" the spike.
The degree to which the positive swing of the waveform is chopped can
be controlled by the value of the resistor in series with the diode. If
!here i~ no series resistor the upward voltage swing will be clipped at
iust a httle over the supply voltage. This would mean that we were
not taking advantage of the inductive load's ability to give an output
waveform with'.! pe~·to-peak value in excess of the nominal supply
voltage. The senes resistor we used (2. 7K) results in the symmetrical
waveform shown in the photograph, with a peak-to-peak value of about
500 volts.

"

We advise that readers ~se a ceramic valve socket, as the voltage at the
plate of the pentode will have a peak voltage of about 540 volts above
chassis potential, or any socket pins connected to chassis .
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The layout of the components on a chassis is non-critical and for this
reason we have not assembled the prototype power supply in "photogenic" form. After all, there are only two transformers, a valve and few
other components-what could be simpler?
Having constructed the multivibrator, the next step is to obtain "freerunning" operation at a frequency close to, and below 25Hz. The SOOK
potentiometer in the grid circuit of the triode is used to set the freerunning frequency. This is done with the potentiometer connected
directly to earth instead of via the resistive divider across the heater
winding. For those readers without an oscilloscope or other means of
measuring frequency, the best method of checking the operating frequency would be to connect a standard electric clock to the supply and
see how much it loses over a set period. For example, if it was operating at 24Hz the minute hand would sweep through only 14.4 minutes
in a half-hour period.
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The SOOK potentiometer should be set so that the operating frequency
is between about 22 and 24Hz. It is then connected to earth via the
divider across the heater winding. The prototype was very easy to
synchronise-in fact it would synchronise at 25Hz on the lOOHz ripple
on the Ht rail. If the amplitude of 50Hz signal fed into the grid of the
triode is too high the multivibrator may be "forced" into operation at
50Hz.
For those readers with access to an oscilloscope, the photographs of
the waveforms will indicate what can be expected. The first shows the
25Hz output compared with the 50Hz taken from the heater winding.
The second photograph is a lissajous figure obtained with a 50Hz sine
wave applied to the horizontal plates and the output applied, via a
resistive divided, to the vertical plates. To obtain this waveform, we also
connected a 0.022uF capacitor across the output to partially smooth
the waveform so that the lissajous figure would be continuous (otherwise the fast rise-time of the rectangular waveform would not be visible). If the power supply is correctly synchronised at 25Hz the lissajous figure will be rock-steady, with perhaps a little jitter due to ripple
on the HT rail.
Not all the electric clocks we tried would operate at 25Hz even though
they functioned quite realiably down to about 120 volts at 50Hz.
These particular clocks are of the slow RPM self-starting type which
rely on the inertia of the rotor for their operation. This problem can
be solved in some cases by increasing the mass of the rotor. Indeed,
one clock could be made to run quite reliably by temporarily glueing
a 20c piece to the unenclosed rotor.

The dial scales for olJr 1Jniversa/ clock.

The clock used for most of our experiments and the one we assembled
with the finished dial was a Telechron movement. These were available
in large quantities from disposals sources a few years ago. These were
originally fitted to clock radios and have shafts for setting the alarm
and radio turnoff time. They will be readily recognised from the
photograph.
The final step in this project is to make a suitable dial. We have reproduced the dial used on the prototype. The outer section has 15-minute
graduations and the hours are listed from 0100 to 2400 as shown. The
centre section is intended to be pasted to an aluminium disc of the
same size which, in turn, is to be fastened to the hour hand. We remar·
ked previously that the minute and sweep second hand would best be
removed to avoid confusion, but some readers may prefer to retain the
second hand as an indicator that t~ clock is operating.
The centre section carries the following information: Meridian markings from oo to 1800, east and west, in 150 steps, together with
principal countries and localities corresponding to the time of these
meridians; the International Date Line; and an "hour hand" arrow
which can be pasted on to the disc to correspond with the local time
in the constructor's area.
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When used to make a complete clock dial these scales indicate local
time, GMT, and the time in a number of main localities around the
world. In this latter regard, the usefulness of the dial is increased by t
list of additional localities alphabetically arranged, and coded to
correspond to the meridian number on the inner scale
As intimated earlier, the scales can also be used to make a simple
hand calculator, and we seriously suggest that, whether you make the
complete clock or not, the hand calculator will prove invaluable. It
enables one to start with GMT-as might be taken from a short-wave
schedule-and quickly determine the corresponding local time. Conversely, one may start with a local time-such as the times one can
most conveniently listen on short-wave-and convert it to GMT.
In the same way any time other than GMT can be compared with local
time in either direction, i.e., starting with either local time or the time
in the other locality. What is more, the system can be set up to serve
any time zone in the world, by simply mounting the "hour hand" in
the correct position. Truly a versatile arrangement, and its usefulness
in addition to the clock will be obvious.
Using the scale may seem straightforward enough, but a few simple
rules must be followed to take care of date as well as time differences.
To compare the time and date between two localitie~. note the time
at one (say local) then move around the circumference of the inner
disc to the other locality, using the shortest path which does not
corss the International Date Line. If "midnight" is passed on the way,
then there will obviously be a change of date; to "yesterday" if moving anti-clockwise, to "tomorrow" if moving clockwise.
One point to be considered is the type of adhesive used to fasten the
printed scales to their final support, whether it be cardboard when
making a hand calculator or metal when making a clock scale. The
main problem, in addition to that of good adhesion, is to find something that will not wrinkle the relatively light photographic paper.
Most water-based or water-soluble pastes or glues suffer from this
disadvantage, and should be tried on a scrap of the photographic
paper before risking the whole piece. Best results seem to be obtained
with various forms of rubber solution designed for photographic use.
These are available from most photographic stores.
The behaviour of this substance is something like contact cement, a
coat is applied to each piece to be joined, allowed to dry, then the two
pieces brought into contact. However, it does not have the same
"sudden death" characteristic as contact adhesive, whereby any initial
contact is virtually permanent, with no room for mistakes. On the
other hand, its adhesive qualities are not so good, though probably
good enough when working with card supports.
According to our art department better adhesion is obtained if, after
the first coats have dried, a second coat is applied to one surface (preferably the thicker material) immediately before joining. This also
makes exact positioning a little easier.
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Real!Y good re_su_lt~ are obtained with contact adhesive, but thls calls
for care when JO~mg. Do not _try ~o match precut pieces; join the
pieces first and trim the combmation afterwards. When joining, bow
the print so that the centre makes first contact. Then carefully smooth
the print ou twar~ from the centre to each corner. An extra pair of
hands makes the Job a good deal easier.
finally, if gluing the whole print on to card in one operation do not
include the hour hand. This does not require the extra thick~ess.

LET'S MAKE A "DIN" ABOUT AUDIO CONNECTORS
For as long as I can remember, the matter of connectors
and connections provided one of the frustrations of the audio
scene. The industry has been able to overcome all manner of
problems in the design and marketing of equipment but
we've never quite been able to rationalise the secondary
problem of interconnecting that equipment.
As I said, I've ~en aware of the problem for a long time, but, left
to my own devices, I might not have got around to making an issue
of it. But it is obvious that others have strong feelings about the
subject and what follows is, as much as anything, an amalgam of
what has been put forward by readers and other members of the staff.
When I first entered the industry, it relied primarily on valve sockets
and matching plugs for input and output connections. And what an
array there was. We had 4-pin, 5-pin, 6-pin, two sizes of 7-pin and
later the America! octal. I leave it to you to work out how many
possible ways there were of using those 6 sockets and 3 7 pins.
It's not stretching the point too far to suggest that no two companies
and no two enthusiasts ever used them in quite the same way.
1}1en _came World War II and the disposals era wh1ch fed into the
Situation a whole new array of connectors in addition to the valve
socket variety. A fair proportion of these had been intended primarily for RF cables, but they were so plentiful and accessible that they
ended up in audio service at both the commercial and enthusiast
levels.
B~t, as ever, confusion arose from their very variety. Anyone involved
with a range of audio devices tended to accumulate a festoon of
cables intended variously to connect this to that, or to convert from
this plug to that socket. They served their purpose for a while, then
to_ok their place on a hook on the wall, gathering dust and growing
stiff with age-against the possibility that they might be needed later.

Nor am I dramatising the situation. It's only a few weeks ago that I
consigned just such a cable festoon to the local tip, along with a lot
Of other useless junk.
In the face of such a situation, and of such sentiments, one might be
expected to look with relief at the modern DIN-audio plug as the
Way out of such difficulties; as the answer to the audioman's prayer.
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·-When a connector performs an output function. co when mounted

But is it?

on a tuner, preamp mixer, etc; it uses pins 2, 3 and 5 (stereo) or 2

To be sure, when the DIN plug first appeared on the audio scene,
many of us were not impressed . We had seen too many connectors
appear and disappear to be convinced that the DIN plug would pr
vide the exception to the rule . And, anyway, the pins seemed to
altogether too frail and too close together!
Since then, the DIN plug has won wide acceptance and this i.s a
strong point in its favour. But has it really solved the confusion a
connections? I aoubt it.
In some ways, it has merely created a more orderly disarray!
To start with, it's wrong to talk about "the DIN plug" as a single
item.
Without venturing beyond the commonplace, the familiar DIN audio
shell may house 3 pins or 5 pins, or 5 pins in a different configur·
ation. The old feeling of frustration returns when you look more
closely at a DIN socket, only to di scover that it differs f.rom the plu11
'ind cables you have on hand .

'
And even if the two match physically,
there is no guarantee that
the ~me pattern of connections will have be~n used. All too frequently, one finds input and output connections mterchanged.
Carelessness? Maybe, or maybe not!
Without having studied the origin of the aforementioned DIN con·
nectors and the wiring conventions, it would appe~r that they .have
been heavily biased towards: (a) the basic role of mterconnectmg an
amplifier and tape recorder , and (b) the idea of a straight-through
cord, pin 1 to pin I, pin 2 to pin 2 and so on .
To meet this concept, the basic connection pattern for plugs and
sockets emerges, as in Fig l. The vital point is that the pattern for .
amplifiers is a mirror image of that for tape recorders. I~ has to be, if
the output of one is to connect straight through to the mput of the
other.
Unfortunately the deliberate mirror image variation, plus the usual
uncertainty about top or bottom view, provides generous scope for
confusion. Official standards information is notable for its absence
from audio literature and a person originating a piece of equipment
is as likely as not to refer to a piece of overseas equipment or a
circuit to jog his memory.
Unless he is aware of the distinction between an amplifier and a
tape recorder there is an even chance that he will come up with the
wrong answer.
It would be possible to write off all such confusion as the natural .and
only-to-be-expected result of a non:thorou~h approach. But, even if
one tries to dig a bit deeper, the picture still remams pretty murkY·
Let me quote from an explanation, taken originally from a Europead
source:
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3 nd

3 (mono). When the connector performs an input function. as
when on a main amplifier, it uses pins l, 2 and 4 (Stereo) and I and
1 (mono) ."
How do you interpret this? Is the plug on the end of a cord from a
microphone. or a radio tuner , to be regarded as pcrformin!! ··an output function" from the source, or "an-input function" to -the device?
It may seem obvious to the writer or supporter of the scheme but it
certainly isn't obvious to the reader.
'

And how do you classify the connectors in Fio I which combine
both functions? Is a tape recorder so obviously a '"an output device"
and an amplifier ··an input device"?
I
As I write this, I am looking at a recent amplifier circuit from the
Philips organisation in which a microphone socket is wired with input
to pms I and 4-wluch 1s at vanancc with the simplistic diagram of
fig I. Yet the tuner input goes to a similar socket, to pins 3 and 5.

Undoubte dly, there would be some "logical" justification for this but
it would probably be logic of the roundabout variety. And I would
expect that a little more digging would turn up other seeming contrad1ct1ons.
.
Ve:.ificat.ion of the difficulties com~~ from an item by Harry Leeming
m H1-f'1 News and Record Review (December l 971 ). It reads:
DIN CONNECTIONS

Unfortunately many manufacturers seem unable to read and to
prove this at first showed complete disregard for the "D IN" standards
when fitting Continental-type sockets to their equipment. The message
now seems to have got around and hence most modern equipment
will be found to be wired to the following standards: 0

AMPLIFIER
LH
RH
LH
RH
Note that

TAPE RECORDER

input pin 3
LH
input pin 5
RH
output pin I
LH
output pin 4
RH
these connections make it
AMPLIFIER

LOUT

1~3LIN

ROUT R&sRIN
2
EARTH

input pin I
input pin 4
output pin 3
output pin 5
necessary to use a straight-through
TAPE RECORDER

LIN

1~3

LOUT

RIN4~5
ROUT
2
EARTH

LOOKING ON SOCKET LUGS

lead (ie pin I wired to pin l) to mtercnange signals between a
correc tly wired amplifier and tape recorder . Connecting two tape
recorders to each other involves the use of a lead in which the
connec tions are crossed over, so that, for instance, Pin 1 on one
Plug is wired to Pin 3 on the o thcr.
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!farry .Leeming disposes of the matter in quite summary fashionmcludmg what seems to lie at the heart of the whole problem.
Was .there ever any real objection to effecting a cross-over in con·
nectmg cables, so that pins I and 4 normally connected to pins 3
and 5, and vice versa?
~n

this way, pif!S 3 and 5, for example, could always be for signal
mput at the pomt of access to any device, while pins I and 4 could
always be signal output at the point of egre~s.
It would certainly minimise confusion, and I can't see any great
penalty from having to wire cables in accordance with such a practice,

After all, catalogues show literally dozens of prefabricated cables frQIJI
various sources, with DIN plugs of one kind or another on one end
or both ends, clips, pins·jacks, phone jacks, shielded, in·built resistive
pads and so on.
•
He has disc equipment, tape equipment, a couple of sound film projectors, an amateur transmitting station and a reasonable array of test
gear, all wired with 5·pin DIN plugs and sockets.
And the>-:'re all wired in the sa~e way, with one pair of pins always
used for mput and the other pair for output. Maybe it's not "standardbut I'm willing to bet that his equipment can be interchanged more
readily and with fewer cables and adaptors than would be necessary
otherwise.
What have we ov~rlooke~? What is the real justification for the presei:it DIN .co_nvention? Is 1t the result of a careful bit of original plan·
nmg, or 1s 1t a hotchpotch, stemming from the concept of straight
through cables and an effort to preserve some sort of compatibility
between the 3·pin and 5·pin connectors?
Another reference from "Hi-Fi News and Record Review" would
seemingly lend weight to this observation: "The connections are
sim~ly reversed in ord~r to provide a means of connecting items of
equipment with a straightforward lead whose plugs are joined on a
pin· to-pin basis." .
Again: "Since they started life as 3-pin devices, their numbering
sequence has pins 4 and 5 added as an afterthought."

SIMPLE TESTER FOR DIGITAL ICs
A small unit which combines a power supply, an IC socket with LED
if!dicators to indicate l?gic levels at the device pins, and a simple test
signal generator. Low zn cost and easily built, it makes an ideal test jig
for the experimenter working with digital /Cs.
The simple digital IC tester shown has been of great assistance to the
author in designing and debugging digital projects using TIL devices.
It can be used to familiarise yourself with the functions of a new
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device~ to test .a used de:rice suspected .of being faulty, to check the
operation o~ cucu1ts built up around smgle !Cs (such as different types
of clock c:isc1llator)._and to connect a "forgotten" IC temporarily into
a 1arger cucu1t. It will also serve as a small logic trainer, to help in
teaching yourself the concepts of digital circuit operation.

A] though the tester itself has only one IC socket, its power supply is
capable of supplying current to quite a number of devices, so that it
can be used to check more elaborate setups if required. The power
supply output is made available via a small jack socket for this purpose.

Interconnections between the IC under test, the power supply and the
test signal generator section are made by means of standard banana
plugs and sockets. I have made up a set of ten leads, which seem to be
quite sufficient for most purposes. Eight of the leads are single wires
with a plug at each end, from 6 to 9 inches long; the other two leads are
of the double type, with a common banana plug in the centre joined to
two others via leads again 6-9in long.
The power supply uses a three-terminal 5V regulator IC made by
National Semiconductor, the LM309K, which is capable of providing
output currents in excess of IA. It is short-circuit proof, and if adequat·
ely heatsunk can operate from input voltages anywhere from 7V to 37V.
I have used a transformer with a 25V centre-tapped secondary, and two
IA silicon diodes in a standard full-wave rectifier feeding into a 220uF/
18VW reservoir electro. This has proved to be quite adequate.
The IC holder is a standard 16-pin dual in line socket, many of which
are available. It should be of the type capable of being bolted to the
fro!lt panel of the box used., and preferably one which allows an 1IC to
be inserted and removed easily without damage to the pins.

'

Each of the pins of the socket is connected to a banana socket and
also to an LED for monitoring the logic level. The LEDs have the usual
current limiting resistors fitted in series, and in order to reduce loading
of the JC terminals, all of the LEDs are switched on and off rapidly
with a short duty cycle, rather than operated continuously. Visually
this actually improves the subjectiYe brightness, while the current consumption and loading are very much reduced.

In the prototype unit pictures I used Monsanto MV50 LEDs, which are
one of the cheapest .devices available. However they are very small,
which makes mounting something of a problem, and they are also rather
fragile. Since making the first unit I have used the NSL5023 and the
NSLlOO devices from NS Electronics, which are easier to handle; they
also have mounting clips which are free on request.
The oscill~tor -:Vhich p_ulse.s the LEDs via the AC 128 current gating
transistor 1s a simple cucu1t usmg half of a low-cost quad two-input gate
such as the 7400. It is frequency adjustable, which allows the duty
cycle to be adjusted for optimim subjective brightness from the LEDs.
Although I have not actually fitted it to the prototype unit, the circuit
shows a switch (S2) fitted in series with the AC128 to allow the LEDs
to be turned off altogether. This is worthwhile, as the LEDs can tend
to degrade the performance of some !Cs at high speeds.
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second input of the gate is connected to ground, the oscillator output

will be prevente~ fr?m reaching .t.l_ie di~de~. Conversely, leaving it
open or connecting 1t to the positive rail will' allow the divider to operate.
Note tha~ for adde~ flexibility I have made both outputs of the pushb~tt~n flip,:flop available .~ia banana sockets, so that both "normally
high and normally low outputs may be used. Similarly the divider
JC has a complementary output available from the first divider stage
and this too is made available.
'
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The prototype unit was built in a small diecast aluminium box which
was then p~nted. The .LM309K should be mounted on a reaso~ably
good heat-sink, ~d ~.1s may well be the case if this is of metal. Note
that the 0.1 u.F parasitic stopper .capacitors sh~mld be wired directly
between the input and output pms of the device and earth, respectively.

~

The 1.ayout of th~ unit is probably not very critical, and may be varied
to suit your requ1rem~~ts and taste. I designed a small printed board
to take most of the wmn~ ~d the I<;s, but you could easily wire
them up on a length of miniature resistor panel or a piece ofVeroboard.
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The circuitry which produces the test signals is very simple, yet it
seems to be quite adequate. There is a simple pushbutton pulser,
using a miniature pushbutton switch with an RS flip-flop made from
two 2-input gates for bounce suppression. The gates are provided by
half of another 7400 or similar. The other test signals are provided
by an oscillator like that used for the LED pulsing, together with a
divider to produce submultiples of the oscillator frequency. The
divider may be either a 7490 for BCD division, or a 7493 or similar
for straight binary; the idea is to produce signals which may be used to
test decoders and similar devices.
A choice of oscillator capacitors is provided, to allow the rate to be
adjusted from less than one hertz to about lSMHz. I used banana
sockets for the range selection, but a switch would be somewhat neater
and perhaps more convenient. A gate is connected between the oscillator and the divider IC to allow gating the outputs if required; if the
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Wh.en the wiring is completed, turn VRl, VR3 and VRS to maximum
resistance and make sure S2 is in the off position. Tum the power on
and _check that the regulator output is SV. If it is not, you may have the
re~t1fier ou.tput connected to the LM309K with the wrong polarity, so
switch off 1mmed1ately and check. If any of the other !Cs gets hot,
switch off an~ make sure that you haven't connected it into circuit the
wrong way around.
Adjust VR4 until the LED pulsing oscillator is working, as monitored
using a CRO or a high impedance earphone. Now switch on S2 and
connect a lead between one of the test IC banana sockets and a Vee
supply socket (+SV). Then reduce the value of VRS until the LED
connected to the test socket pin glows, checking that the pulsing
oscillator is still working. Now switch off S2, and connect a milliammeter across it, adjusting VR3 and VRS for minimum current. This
should be a.round 20mA or less. Finally remove the meter, switch S2
back on and try each of the LEDs in turn to check that they glow equally.
Th~ test signal oscillator is adjusted in much the same way. VRl is the
main, frequency range control, while VR2 is used to adjust the oscillators operation so that its range of reliable oscillation is spread over
the full rotation of VRl.

Use of the test~r is fairly self-evident. As you use it, you will no doubt
think of ways m which its usefulness may be extended by modifications
and add1t1ons .. You could i~crease its speed capability by using 74H or
74S senes device~ (and a smtable layout), or even perhaps ECL devices
if these.are your interest. You could even experiment with automating
the testing o~ large numbers of similar !Cs, using gates controlled by a
program of binary numbers stored in a 64-bit semiconductor memory
such as the National Semiconductor 7489.
In s~ort, the basic tester unit shown is really only the starting point. The
rest 1s up to the ingenuity and imagination of the reader.
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Editor's Note: There are a variety of other devices available which
could also be used in our contributor's circuit. Equivalents for the 7400
are the 9002, FJH 131 and FLHlOl, while suitable LEDs would be the
FLVlOl, FLVllO, SL103, 5082-4403, OLD415 or 010419. The
Fairchild 7805 three-terminal regulator could also be used in place of
the LM309K if desired.

AUDIO OSCILLATOR USES TWO ICs
Here is a circuit for a useful audio test oscillator which incorporates
two IC operational amplifiers. The frequency coverage is from 30Hz
to 30KHz, in three ranges. Sine wave and variable mark-space square
wave outputs with variable output level, are available.
ICl and its associated components go to make up a conventionol Wien
bridge oscillator, with amplitude stabilisation provided by a thermistor.
An IRC logarithmic curve 'E' dual potentiometer helps to linearise
the frequency calibration of the dial. An output of 1V RMS is obtained for loads of 300 ohms or more, with low distortion.
IC2 is the sine/square converter and which is a high gain "open loop"
voltage comparator. The output switches very rapidly from positive to
negative, depending on the comparison between the reference voltage
selected by the markspace potentiometer and the instantaneous value
of sine wave input. The converter produces a square wave output of 5V
peak-to-peak for a load of 1OK or more. Useful square waves of
reduced amplitude are obtained for loads down to a few ohms.
Since the power requirements are low, a dual 9V battery was chosen,
which makes the test oscillator very compact and portable. In the
square wave mode the current drain is about SmA from each 9V source.
For the sine wave mode s2 switches IC2 out of circuit and the current
drain is about 2mA. The double pole ON/OFF switch S3 can be incorporated in VRl.
IS IT A PNP OR NPN TRANSISTOR?
How readily can you recognise the "polarity" of a transistor symbol?
Take a quick look at the nearest symbol and ask yourself whether
it is PNP or NPN. If you can't make an immediate decision, the following hints may help. One is from a reader, the others from our own
staff.
(1) Remember that the arrow points in the direction of conventional
current flow, ie, from positive to negative . Thus the arrow is always
pointing towards the negative terminal. The same rule applies for diodes.
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(2) The middle letter of the normal three letter designation indicates
the po 1arity of the co 11 ector supply. Thus, a PNP transistor has a
Negative collector supply and an NPN type a P-0sitive collector supply.
(3) This is our reader contribution. He suggests that the combination
PNP could stand for "Point into Plate", the "point" being the arrow
on the emitter symbol and the "plate" being the base symbol. Obviously,
the opposite arrow arrangement then indicates the opposite 1etter
combination, NPN.
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12V to 6V DC Converter
TRl = BD109. RS276-2017. BDY34-39.
2N3054
Rl/R2 = 100 ohms 15 Watt Variable
Cl = 200uF 16 Volt Working
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